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Armed with More Cash, Activists Are Casting a Wider Net 
Shareholder activism continues to gain momentum as funds win more shareholder battles, gain more board seats and build ever-bigger war 
chests. In most cases, this is a credit-negative for bondholders because activists typically demand changes aimed at helping shareholders. In 
2013,  220 North American companies were activist targets, up from 209 in 2012. While the majority of targets are unrated, activists have 
been going after ever-bigger names, suggesting that more rated companies will be caught in activist crosshairs in 2014.  Technology, 
healthcare, energy and retail companies will continue to be favorites. We expect corporate boards to become increasingly proactive in their 
efforts to thwart activist agendas and to act preemptively before activists step in– another credit risk.   Overview (Page 2) 

 

Technology Will Continue to Be a Magnet 7 
With their large cash balances, minimal debt levels and small dividend 
payments, if any, tech companies will continue to attract activists 
calling for more aggressive capital returns.  

In Healthcare, Drug Companies Are Most Vulnerable  10 
Pharmaceutical companies are the most vulnerable to activists within 
healthcare, because they tend to have large cash balances and 
weakened earnings outlooks as patents on their blockbuster drugs near 
expiration.  

Energy Has Plenty of Cash, Weak Returns 12 
Robust cash flow and weak capital returns will keep energy companies 
on activist agendas, especially for those experiencing heavy capital 
spending and lagging stock performance.  

Retail Underperformance Appeals to Activists 14 
Companies with underperforming shares tend to be favorite targets, 
making retail and apparel all the more attractive following a largely 
weaker-than-expected holiday season.  

Manufacturers Offer Cash Flow, Diverse Portfolios  17 
In this sector activist shareholders will stay focused on strong 
performers with established market shares, distribution channels and 
tangible assets, as well as multi-segment portfolios.  

 
 
 
 
 

Consumer Products Could Come Under Pressure 19 
A potential slowdown in developing markets could lay the groundwork 
for activism in this industry.  Those with eroding market share and poor 
revenue growth, among other issues, are the likeliest targets.  

Chemicals Companies Will Remain Attractive 21 
Activists have targeted some of the largest companies in the chemicals 
sector over the last two years. This will likely continue as companies 
generate increasing free cash flow amid an improving economy.  

Restaurants Are Increasingly Vulnerable 24 
Restaurants are becoming more attractive to activists as persistently 
soft consumer spending and high levels of promotions and discounts 
weigh on same store sales and earnings growth.  

A Comprehensive Look at Activist Agendas   
In 2013 and so far in 2014, activist groups have targeted 61 companies that 
we rate. Many of these activists have won multiple seats on company 
boards.  On page 27, we list the activists, their demands, the ownership 
stakes they have taken and whether they have seats at boardroom tables.   
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Overview 

Activists Are Gaining Ground 
Shareholder activism has been gaining ground in North America since about 2011 and shows no sign of 
losing momentum in early 2014. This suggests corporate bondholders could face a rising tide of credit-
negative events as the year progresses.  Activism is rarely good news for creditors. In the majority of cases 
those agitating for change are hedge funds that pursue initiatives aimed at carving out value for 
shareholders.   

These changes can include strategic and financial policy shifts, new or expanded share repurchases or 
divestitures of cash-generating assets where shareholders pocket the proceeds. Such maneuvers can 
jeopardize cost-savings initiatives and lead to deterioration in credit metrics. In 2013, for example, ADT 
Corporation (Ba2 stable), BMC Software Inc. (Caa1 stable) and Nuance Communications, Inc. (Ba3 
stable) were all downgraded, in actions that were at least influenced by responses to activist pressure. 

Last year, there were 220 activist cases in North America, up from 209 in 2012 and 179 in 2011.1  Some 
80% of the 2013 cases were new, while 20% were instances where activists launched campaigns in 2012 
and renewed their efforts the following year.  Many have been well-known rated companies, including 
Apple Inc. (Aa1 stable), E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (A2 stable), Safeway Inc. (Baa3 review for 
downgrade) and Sotheby’s (Ba2 stable).  So far this year, there have been at least five new campaigns 
launched in our rated universe, including eBay, Inc. (A2 stable) and Dow Chemical Company (Baa2 
stable).   

In some cases, existing activists have escalated pressure on corporate boards, even after target companies 
have taken proactive steps to appease shareholders. For example, on 27 February 2014, hedge fund Third 
Point LLC, Sotheby’s biggest shareholder with a 9.5% stake, nominated Dan Loeb and two of his allies to 
the company’s board, saying that the current board’s shareholder initiatives do not go far enough. While 
activists tend to push credit-negative agendas, there have been some instances where they have prompted 
changes that have helped credit profiles by imposing greater financial and capital discipline or by improving 
a company’s corporate governance practices. For example, activists had a positive influence at Chesapeake 
Energy Corporation (Ba2 stable) and SandRidge Energy Inc. (B1 stable).  But most of the time, shareholder 
interests tend to take center stage.  

Activists continue to be motivated by the tremendous pile of cash still sitting on US non-financial company 
balance sheets, currently around $1.5 trillion.2 Hedge funds and others have been demanding that cash-rich 
companies like Apple, which has some $147 billion in cash and cash-equivalents, act more aggressively to 
enhance shareholder returns.  Activists have also been drawn by the easy access companies still have to 
inexpensive debt, which makes it easier to take on incremental debt to fund share buybacks, special 
dividends and other measures aimed at enhancing shareholder rewards.  Activists are commanding ever-
growing war chests as they attract more inflows, which are allowing them to go after larger companies.  
They have also gained ground as institutional investor and media perceptions have changed. Once viewed as 
uncouth 1980’s-style corporate raiders chasing quick rewards, activists are now more often viewed as agents 
of longer-term change for the good.  

                                                 
1 Figures include cases of activism by hedge funds and investment advisers only. There were seven activist cases in Canada in 2013 

and two in both 2012 and 2011.  See page 27 for examples of activism at rated issuers.  Activist cases refer to instances where 
investors have made their demands public, typically in a 13-D filing or public letter to the activist fund’s investors detailing their 
demands, and/or through proxy contests where they have gained board representation. In some cases, the activist has filed a 13-D 
that gives them the option to pursue behind-the-scenes discussions with management 

2 See “US Non-Financial Companies: Cash Pile Still Growing, at $1.48 Trillion”, September 30, 2013. 

Chris Plath 
Vice President - Senior Analyst  
+1.212.533.7182 
christian.plath@moodys.com 

   

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/The-ADT-Corporation-credit-rating-823109974
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/The-ADT-Corporation-credit-rating-823109974
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/BMC-Software-Inc-credit-rating-820642350
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Nuance-Communications-Inc-credit-rating-809275059
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Apple-Inc-credit-rating-197800
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/EI-du-Pont-de-Nemours-and-Company-credit-rating-249000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Safeway-Inc-credit-rating-654100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Sothebys-credit-rating-492100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/eBay-Inc-credit-rating-809885325
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Dow-Chemical-Company-The-credit-rating-244000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Chesapeake-Energy-Corporation-credit-rating-600013391
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Chesapeake-Energy-Corporation-credit-rating-600013391
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/SandRidge-Energy-Inc-credit-rating-815138515
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_158369
mailto:christian.plath@moodys.com
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Even regulators have become more accepting.  For example, Securities and Exchange Commission chairman 
Mary Jo White remarked at a conference last December that shareholder activism has lost its “distinctly 
negative connotation.”3 This perception shift has made it more difficult for corporate boards and 
managements to ignore activists’ demands.  

TECHNOLOGY SECTOR TENDS TO BE MORE VULNERABLE  
Activist targets across sectors share some common features. They can be consistent underperformers or 
possess multiple operating segments that can be sold or spun off, with proceeds used to enhance shareholder 
rewards. Some are potential M&A targets while others have weak corporate governance.  Activists typically 
demand that management make strategic or operational changes, return capital to shareholders through 
share repurchases or dividends and improve discipline around capital allocation.4  

While many sectors have at some point been targeted by activists, the characteristics of some sectors make 
them particularly vulnerable. Not surprisingly the technology sector, which is the most cash-rich,5 has been 
the most frequently targeted in recent years. In 2013,  a quarter of all activist cases at non-financial 
companies were in this sector, while healthcare, energy and retail also attracted a high level of attention, (see 
Exhibit 1, below). These four sectors accounted for nearly 60% of all activist cases last year.  

EXHIBIT 1 

The Technology Sector Continues to Be an Activist Favorite  
(Activist concentrations for rated and unrated companies in 2013) 

 
The data reflects 220 companies, including 56 rated by Moody’s. 
Source: FactSet 

 
We identify eight sectors as the ones that will be most active this year (see Exhibit 2, next page).  We base 
our selection on unique sector features that are contributing to the heightened activist activity.  

                                                 
3  See “US SEC’s 10th Annual Transatlantic Corporate Governance Dialogue”,  3 December, 2013. 
4 For a broader discussion of activists’ typical targets and demands, see our special comment, “North American Shareholder Activism 

in 2013: Activist Hedge Funds Poised for Another Year of Strong Boardroom Influence,” 12 February, 2013.   
5 See “US Technology:  Overseas Cash Mounts, but if Debt Rises, Ratings Pressure Could Develop,” 27 January, 2014.  
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EXHIBIT 2 

Eight Sectors that Will Continue to be the Most Vulnerable to Shareholder Activism in 2014 

Sector Unique Characteristics  Some Top Targets  

Technology  Companies have large cash balances, minimal debt levels and small, if any, dividend payments that have 
attracted activists looking for more aggressive shareholder returns. Among the most vulnerable are those 
with low valuations resulting from lagging performance or those that have valuable assets that can be 
sold or spun into a separate entity. 

Apple Inc., Microsoft, 
Hewlett-Packard 

Healthcare Pharmaceutical companies have been the most vulnerable to date. Targets have included companies 
with large cash balances and earnings outlooks that are weakening as the patents on their blockbuster 
drugs near expiration. Other sectors within healthcare have also been vulnerable to activists.  

Forest Labs, Alere Inc., 
Hologic Inc.  

Energy   Oil and gas companies in particular have been vulnerable to pressure from activists. These companies 
have tangible assets that can be sold, spun off, or placed in a master limited partnership (MLP) to unlock 
shareholder value. Activists have also targeted companies with weak corporate governance.   

Chesapeake Energy, 
Hess Corp, Transocean 
Inc.  

Retail This is a large sector composed primarily of small to mid-cap companies and that has generally 
underperformed the broader market since the beginning of January. Among other reasons, the sector is 
vulnerable because many companies have multiple business lines that can be sold or spun off, largely 
unencumbered real estate portfolios that can be monetized, and high cash balances and low debt levels. 

Safeway Inc., Office 
Depot, Sotheby’s  

Manufacturing  Companies with established market shares, industrial brands, distribution channels and tangible assets 
have been drawing the attention of activist shareholders in search of revenues and cash flows capable of 
supporting higher financial leverage. 

Illinois Tool Works, 
SPX Corp., Ingersoll-
Rand  

Consumer Products While these companies tend to have stable cash flow that can support financial leverage, many choose 
to maintain conservative financial profiles. This leaves them exposed to activist demands for higher 
leverage and shareholder distributions. Concerns over operating performance and lack of focus will be 
the most likely drivers of activism in this sector.  

PepsiCo Inc., Procter & 
Gamble Co, Mondelez 
International 

Chemicals  Activist shareholders appear to be targeting companies whose share prices have lagged the S&P 
Chemicals Index, those that have built large cash balances, or those that have benefited from low US 
energy and feedstock costs without proportionally increasing returns to shareholders.  

Air Products and 
Chemicals, Dow 
Chemical, DuPont 

Restaurants  Persistently soft consumer spending and high levels of promotions and discounts have constrained same 
store sales and earnings growth, particularly in the casual dining segment. This has attracted a number of 
activists who offer up advice and various alternatives they believe will boost or enhance shareholder 
value and returns.  

Darden Restaurants, 
Cracker Barrel, Bob 
Evans Farms  

Source: Moody’s Investors Service  

A few sectors have largely been immune to activist pressure, including highly-regulated industries such as 
utilities, and companies with concentrated share ownership. These constraints make it more difficult for an 
activist to gain enough clout to agitate successfully for change. 

ACTIVISTS ARE TARGETING LARGER COMPANIES  
Although most activism takes place at small to medium-sized companies that are unrated, activism has risen 
sharply at large firms in recent years. According to Activist Insight, there were 42 companies with market 
capitalizations of more than $10 billion targeted by activists in 2013, almost twice the 23 that were targeted 
in 2012.6 Even the largest firms are no longer immune to shareholder pressure, as shown by recent activist 
campaigns at Apple, Microsoft Corporation (Aaa stable), Procter & Gamble Co. (Aa3 stable), and PepsiCo 
Inc. (A1 stable), to name a few.  

The size of activist war chests has also increased as these funds have achieved greater success. Total assets 
managed by activist hedge funds surged to $93 billion at the end of 2013, an increase of 43% from total 
assets of $65.5 billion in 2012, according to Hedge Fund Research (see Exhibit 3, next page).  The surge 
was driven by both new money flowing to hedge funds with activist strategies ($5.3 billion in 2013) and 
from investment gains from successful campaigns. 

This increased firepower allows them to take on larger companies, which can be more attractive as bigger 
targets generally have more strategic options, offering activists more opportunities to unlock shareholder 

                                                 
6 Activist Insight, Shareholder Activism Review 2014,  January 2014 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Microsoft-Corporation-credit-rating-698200
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Procter-Gamble-Company-The-credit-rating-621000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/PepsiCo-Inc-credit-rating-600000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/PepsiCo-Inc-credit-rating-600000
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value than is typical for smaller companies. And the media attention that often accompanies these larger-
scale efforts can help persuade other large shareholders to join their cause, as the potential payoff can be 
substantial if the activist’s campaign is ultimately successful.  

EXHIBIT 3 

Activist Funds* Have Been Magnets for New Investor Money 

 
*Activist funds refer to event-driven  
Source: HFR 

 

MORE RATED ISSUERS ARE GETTING CAUGHT IN ACTIVIST CROSSHAIRS  
Although there were 220 activist campaigns in North America in 2013, only 56 of these involved 
companies that we rate.  This number should continue to grow as larger companies—which tend to be 
rated—increasingly get caught in activists’ crosshairs. While 65% of the rated issuers targeted last year are 
speculative-grade, companies in nearly every ratings category have been targeted (see Exhibit 4, below).    

EXHIBIT 4 

Companies Across the Credit Spectrum Were Activist Targets in 2013   

 
Source: Moody’s Investors Service 
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COMPANIES ARE BECOMING MORE PROACTIVE IN DEALING WITH ACTIVISTS  
We expect companies in sectors most vulnerable to activists to move proactively to boost shareholder 
rewards and address other issues to avoid becoming actual targets, for instance by launching share buybacks 
and paying out special dividends. Such steps can pressure credit metrics by siphoning off cash and 
increasing leverage. We have observed preemptive behavior in the technology, oil and gas, and 
pharmaceutical sectors.  

In addition, we expect to see more companies continue to opt for negotiated settlements with activists, 
rather than waging often long, costly and bruising public battles, including proxy contests. Company 
managements and activists are increasingly agreeing to seat activist nominees on the board or to add new 
independent directors before a shareholder vote on boardroom  composition can take place. Several firms 
we rate that have been targeted by activists now have activist nominees serving on their boards, which will 
add to the pressure on corporate managements. For example, we expect Mondelez International, Inc.’s 
(Baa1 stable) appointment of Nelson Peltz to its board to keep the company focused on plans to grow its 
profit margin. Still more have agreed to add new independent directors in agreement with corporate 
managements. 

 

  

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Mondelez-International-Inc-credit-rating-600057040
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Technology 

Cash-Rich Companies and Strong Cash Flows Continue to Attract Activists 
With their large cash balances, minimal debt levels and small, if any, dividend payments, technology 
companies will continue to be targeted by activist investors calling for more aggressive capital returns. 
Among the most vulnerable are companies with low valuations resulting from lagging performance or those 
that have valuable assets that can be sold-off or spun-out into a separate entity.  

Recent targets include ADT Corp., Apple , BMC Software Inc. (BMC Software Finance Inc., B2 stable), 
eBay Inc. (A2 stable), Juniper Networks Inc. (Baa2 stable) and Nuance Communications Inc. (Ba3 stable). 
While activists’ proposals for these companies have contained some credit positive elements, such as more 
disciplined cost structures or beefed-up boards, full implementation of their plans is often credit negative 
because it results in the distribution of cash to shareholders and higher financial leverage.  In 2013, 
reactions to activist pressure contributed to ratings downgrades for ADT, BMC Software and Nuance.  

At BMC, Elliott Management, which bought a 9% stake in the company in early 2012, initially proposed 
that BMC explore a sale or a large, debt-financed dividend.  In May 2013, BMC announced plans to sell 
itself to several private equity groups, led by Bain Capital and Golden Gate Capital, in a $9 billion deal 
with significantly higher leverage.  As a result, we downgraded a remaining tranche of BMC’s senior 
unsecured notes to Caa1 from Ba2.  

Meanwhile, Nuance Communications announced a $500 million share buyback program several months 
after Carl Icahn unveiled a material stake in the company. The buyback program, coupled with revised 
growth prospects, led us to downgrade Nuance’s ratings to Ba3 from Ba2 in August 2013. While Icahn 
started as a passive investor and did not publicly push for the buyback program, he has since been granted 
two seats on the company’s board.   

After the tech downturn in the early 2000’s, tech firms saw the value of having conservative balance sheets 
with substantial cash balances. Their historically conservative financial policies (little debt, no or minimal 
dividends, all cash re-invested in the business or retained) began shifting during the 2000’s as companies 
matured, and by 2010, most large public tech firms had meaningful buyback programs, at a minimum 
buying back employee accrued stock and options to minimize dilution. Some also initiated dividends or 
regular distributions in order to entice a new class of value investors to their stocks and boost valuations as 
their growth levels moderated. 

Given the constantly evolving nature of the business, however, many tech companies continue to hold 
substantial cash balances to invest organically, make acquisitions and prepare for potential downturns or 
other competitive challenges.  As of mid-2013, technology companies accounted for 56% of the cash held 
by the 50 most cash-rich US companies outside of the financial sector. (See US Non-Financial Companies: 
Cash Pile Still Growing at $1.48 Trillion.)  At the same time, their dividend payout ratios average a 
relatively low 20%, versus 50% among non-technology sectors.  (See US Technology Industry: Dividend 
Payments to Continue Climbing, but Payment Ratios to Remain Low.) 

More recently, tech companies’ cash balances have built up significantly overseas. A September 2013 sample 
showed that 12 US based technology firms maintained $309 billion, or 79%, of total cash offshore, up 
from $62 billion (64%) in 2006.  There are numerous companies in this sector with large cash balances 
today (see Exhibit 5, page 8).  

Matthew B. Jones 
Vice President - Senior Analyst 
+1.212.533.3779 
matthew.b.jones@moodys.com 

   

 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/BMC-Software-Finance-Inc-credit-rating-823523571
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/eBay-Inc-credit-rating-809885325
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Juniper-Networks-Inc-credit-rating-600052141
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Nuance-Communications-Inc-credit-rating-809275059
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_158369
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_158369
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_152301
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_152301
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EXHIBIT 5 

     Select Technology  Companies with Large Cash Balances and Recent Stock Price Performance 

Company 
Senior Unsecured 

Rating Cash as of Sept 2013 Market Cap 
Cash as % of 

Mkt Cap YTD 1 Yr 2 Yr 5Yr 

NASDAQ  

 

      3.6% 35.7% 44.7% 231.7% 

Cisco A1  $48.2   $112.9  42.7% -0.3% 5.0% 8.7% 54.7% 

NetApp Baa1  $5.3   $13.8  38.3% -0.4% 17.0% -6.9% 212.3% 

Altera Baa1  $3.8   $11.5  33.2% 12.9% 0.8% -6.8% 129.2% 

EMC A1  $17.5   $53.5  32.7% 5.1% 13.2% -5.3% 165.4% 

Apple Aa1  $146.8   $470.7  31.2% -6.5% 16.4% -1.6% 506.5% 

Juniper Baa2  $4.0   $13.5  30.0% 19.6% 29.8% 14.2% 112.2% 

Analog Devices A3  $4.7   $15.9  29.4% 3.2% 12.0% 31.0% 175.1% 

Lam Research Baa1  $2.5   $8.4  29.2% -2.5% 23.8% 29.5% 172.8% 

KLA Tencor Baa1  $3.0   $10.8  27.3% 2.9% 19.2% 35.2% 317.4% 

Xilinx A3  $3.7   $13.9  26.6% 13.5% 39.6% 41.0% 192.8% 

Microsoft Aaa  $80.7   $314.3  25.7% 0.8% 34.7% 19.5% 145.2% 

Symantec Baa2  $3.8   $14.9  25.5% -9.4% -8.5% 18.8% 66.4% 

Broadcom A2  $4.3   $17.5  24.8% 3.6% -12.4% -17.7% 76.9% 

Computer Sciences Baa2  $2.1   $9.2  22.7% 14.4% 32.0% 96.6% 93.7% 

Oracle A1  $39.1   $175.2  22.3% 1.7% 11.0% 31.6% 166.1% 

Hewlett-Packard Baa1  $12.2   $56.7  21.4% 8.1% 51.2% 13.9% 10.8% 

Intel A1  $25.7   $123.1  20.8% -3.8% 18.5% -7.8% 99.8% 

Autodesk Baa2  $2.5   $12.3  20.2% 11.1% 51.2% 43.9% 355.2% 

CA Baa2  $2.8   $15.0  18.7% -0.7% 33.7% 21.8% 105.6% 

Motorola Solutions Baa2  $2.9   $16.7  17.3% -1.3% 5.4% 30.5% 792.7% 

eBay A2  $13.0   $75.5  17.2% 6.3% 5.9% 56.8% 449.8% 

           

TOTAL   $428.3   $1,555.2  27.5%     

Source: Moody's FM and Yahoo Finance 

 
Because US companies are keen to avoid the tax hit they would face if they repatriate their overseas cash, 
boosting dividends and/or share repurchases will require many of them to fund capital returns or 
acquisitions via increased debt. A recent example is Altera Corp. (Baa1 stable), which, without the 
provocation of activist investors, raised $1 billion of debt in 2013 to support a more aggressive capital 
return program. As a result, we lowered Altera’s rating by two notches in October 2013. 

At Apple, Icahn recently backed away from his demand that the company more aggressively distribute its 
large cash hoard (nearly $147 billion as of September 2013) to investors. We expect Apple to hold nearly all 
of its cash outside the US by mid-2015, assuming no further debt issuances.7  The company has raised $17 
billion in debt to fund its domestic needs, including a significant buyback program, and could face 
heightened credit risk if it were to issue significantly more debt to fund additional buybacks.  

                                                 
7  Apple Inc.: Cash Generation to Remain Strong Even as Revenue Growth Slows 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Altera-Corporation-credit-rating-600016269
http://www.moodys.com/viewresearchdoc.aspx?docid=PBC_160580
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However, not all activist pressure has been focused on large cash balances.  Icahn is pushing eBay to unlock 
value by spinning off its high-growth PayPal unit. While eBay has disagreed with the strategy, stating that 
PayPal is integral to its platform, the company has increased its buyback program.  

Elliott Management is pressuring Juniper to improve its cost structure, prune product lines and distribute 
excess cash. Cash distribution could be credit negative, if it is fully-implemented as the activist proposes.  
Relational Investors pressured Hewlett-Packard Co. (Baa1 negative) to improve its corporate governance 
and add Relational co-founder Ralph Whitworth to its board.  Since then, the company has lowered its 
debt and continues to lower its cost structure amid muted end-market demand. 

 

  

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Hewlett-Packard-Company-credit-rating-372000
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Healthcare 

Drug Companies Are the Most Vulnerable as Blockbuster Patents Expire 
The healthcare industry is not overly susceptible to activist shareholders, since a large number of issuers are 
privately owned, have high leverage, or are large, publicly-traded companies that are solid performers. The 
one exception is the pharmaceutical sector, where the most vulnerable targets are companies with large cash 
balances and earnings outlooks that are weakening as the patents on their blockbuster drugs near expiration. 
Although this dynamic describes many pharmaceutical companies, the majority will not be targets of 
activists owing to their large capitalizations and some recent reinvigoration in pharmaceutical pipelines. Last 
year, activists targeted a total of 26 companies in healthcare, although only three of these were rated names. 
Ten of the targets were in the pharmaceuticals sector, while the rest were in biotech, medical specialties, 
medical/nursing services and hospital/nursing management.  

Activist shareholders have already had a lasting impact on several pharmaceutical companies, having 
successfully agitated for senior-management turnover, more-focused strategies, value-enhancing 
acquisitions, or cost reduction programs designed to improve earnings and cash flow. While many of these 
changes are aligned with bondholder concerns, some have come at the expense of incremental debt. 

For example, in 2012, Carl Icahn accumulated an 11% ownership stake in specialty pharmaceutical 
company Forest Laboratories Inc. (Ba1 review for upgrade), and eventually gained two seats on its board.   
Icahn forced a review of operations that included cost-cutting and potential acquisitions, and pushed to 
oust longtime CEO Howard Solomon, who retired in 2013 at the age of 86. In January, Forest agreed to 
buy gastroenterology company Aptalis Pharma Inc. for $2.9 billion, and funded the deal with cash on hand 
and new debt. Though the deal diversified Forest away from Namenda IR, an Alzheimer’s drug whose 
patent will expire in January 2015, it also raised Forest’s financial leverage. On 18 February, Forest 
announced that it would be acquired by Actavis plc (Baa3 stable) in a cash-and-stock deal valued at about 
$25 billion.  

Another example of activism having a dramatic impact on a pharmaceutical company is the 2011 sale of 
Genzyme Corporation to Sanofi  (A1 stable) for about $20 billion. In 2010, when Genzyme’s market value 
was about $14 billion, Icahn – who held about 4.9% of the stock – forced the board to adopt a more 
shareholder-friendly financial policy. Over the next few quarters, Genzyme initiated a $2 billion share 
repurchase program, committed to maintaining a lower cash balance, considered the sale of certain assets, 
and ultimately sold the company to a higher-rated entity. 

We expect activists to continue to target select pharmaceutical as well as other healthcare companies, 
especially those that are financially underperforming their peers or whose shareholders believe management 
has not been deploying resources to maximize shareholder values. The most vulnerable companies are 
undervalued, poorly managed or generating subpar returns. Exhibit 6 (page 11) shows some companies in 
the sector that have plenty of cash and whose shares have underperformed.  

Ron Neysmith 
Vice President - Senior Analyst 
+1.212.553.1364 
ron.neysmith@moodys.com 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Healthcare Companies: Equity Underperformance and Ample Cash 
$ Mil       Performance Relative to  Dow Jones Industrial Avg 

Company Name 
Cash Balance as of 

9/30/13 
Market 

Capitalization 
% of Market 

Capitalization 3 Years 5 Years 

Laboratory Corporation of America Holdings 174,100 13,431,592 1.3% -40% -99% 

Quest Diagnostics Incorporated 187,000 12,404,760 1.5% -50% -150% 

LifePoint Hospitals, Inc. 637,900 5,429,465 11.7% -3% -7% 

Hanger, Inc. 7,216 2,021,990 0.4% -13% -9% 

Auxilium Pharmaceuticals, Itd. 91,007 1,550,543 5.9% -10% -150% 

Alliance Healthcare Services, Inc. 1 49,069 980,808 5.0% 3% -188% 

1 Company has a sizable ownership stake by a strategic investor that may preclude activist involvement. 

Source: Moody's FM, Morningstar.Ranked by market cap 

 

 

Some pharmaceutical companies have adopted modest behavioral changes in response to activist interest in 
the sector, such as initiating or increasing share buyback programs, reviewing their non-core assets, or 
changing their board composition.  A recent example is Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd  (A3 negative), 
which could face generic competition to its blockbuster multiple sclerosis drug Copaxone as early as May 
2014 and had been operating under an interim CEO since October 2013.  In January, Teva named a 
permanent CEO and said it would reduce its board size and add more directors with industry-specific 
knowledge.  

Other sectors within healthcare have not been immune to activism. Targets have included Alere, Inc. (B2 
stable), a maker of medical diagnostic equipment; Hologic Inc. (B1 stable), which makes diagnostic 
equipment primarily aimed at women, and for-profit hospital operator Health Management Associates, Inc. 

Some activists have focused on changing their targets’ strategic directions to better align their goals with 
shareholder returns, and these changes are often aligned with bondholder interests. At Hologic, for example, 
Relational Investors LLC, with a 7.3% stake, is asking the company to regularly report on its stated plan to 
pay down debt and return cash to shareholders.  However, whenever activist shareholders are present, the 
potential for higher dividends and buybacks will hang over the company’s credit profile.  

While conventional defenses for corporations facing activist pressure include the adoption of a poison pill or 
the divestiture of non-core assets, Alere, for its part, took a different tack. When Coppersmith Capital 
Management, with a 7% stake, last year sought to fill three out of four open board seats, Alere, through 
press releases and stockholder presentations, questioned each nominee’s qualifications. Alere’s four 
nominees were re-elected to the board.  

  

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Teva-Pharmaceutical-Industries-Ltd-credit-rating-600022073
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Alere-Inc-credit-rating-807353332
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Hologic-Inc-credit-rating-820320622
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Energy 

The Sector Will Remain a Prime Target for Activists in 2014 
The North American energy sector is one of the biggest targets for activist investors and the combination of 
robust cash flow and weak capital returns will keep the sector in activists’ sights in 2014. Companies with 
heavy capital spending plans, weak returns on capital, disparate assets, lagging stock performance, low 
financial leverage and high cash balances will be the most vulnerable.  

Certain industry characteristics make the energy sector a prime target for activist investors. The sector is rich 
in hard assets that can be fairly easily sold, spun-off or placed in a master limited partnership (MLP) to 
increase shareholder value. In addition, the entrepreneurial culture of the North American energy sector has 
in certain cases created powerful chief executives, weaker checks and balances on corporate leadership and 
poor executive compensation practices.  

For many companies in the sector, management teams are under increasing pressure to improve capital 
returns and rewards to shareholders following years of heavy capital spending and negative free cash flow, 
limited distributions to shareholders, and share price underperformance. Energy companies are long-term 
businesses requiring large capital investments that may not be realized for several years. Many upstream 
exploration and production (E&P) companies, in particular, have been increasing capital spending well in 
excess of cash flow in order to transition their portfolios away from low-priced natural gas in North America 
to higher-return oil plays. However, shareholders have become less tolerant of elevated spending levels. 
They have demanded greater discipline in capital spending and in executive and board-member 
compensation in order to free up more cash for shareholder distributions.  

THE CREDIT IMPACT OF SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM WILL CONTINUE TO VARY BY COMPANY  
Shareholder activism at speculative-grade E&P companies can be beneficial for bondholders, with activists’ 
demands for greater accountability forcing management shake-ups and improved financial and capital 
discipline. For example, activist activity had a positive impact on Chesapeake Energy Corporation (Ba2 
stable) and SandRidge Energy Inc. (B1 stable).   

At investment-grade companies, the credit impact can be negative or neutral at best because the assumption 
of debt to fund shareholder returns can offset the benefit of greater accountability. Increased use of debt to 
fund shareholder rewards was credit negative at Murphy Oil Corp. (Baa3 negative), as was adoption of a 
large dividend at Transocean Inc. (Baa3 negative). Activists’ push for spin-offs and break-ups, while 
unlocking often-hidden asset values, can also lessen scale and diversity, a risk for QEP Resources Inc. (Ba1 
stable). Activist pressure has led to substantial positive changes in corporate governance practices at Hess 
Corporation (Baa2 stable), yet the long-term impact of the appointment of three new activist-nominated 
board members remains uncertain. At Nabors Industries Inc. (Baa2 stable), while a shift in financial policies 
heightens event risk, the adoption of a $50 million annualized dividend is manageable.  

Given the rise of investor activism, many companies are boosting shareholder rewards and adopting greater 
capital discipline in order to improve weaker stock performance relative to peers and to prevent activist 
activity. Among E&P companies, we have seen proactive actions such as asset sales and stock buybacks at 
Apache Corp. (A3 stable) and, at Devon Energy Corp. (Baa1 stable),  a largely debt-financed oil-based 
acquisition, a natural gas asset divestiture program, the formation of a midstream MLP and a commitment 
to spend within cash flow. Refiners such as Phillips 66 (Baa1 stable), Marathon Petroleum Corp. (Baa2 
positive), Valero Energy Corp. (Baa2 stable), HollyFrontier Corp. (Baa3 stable) and Tesoro Corp. (Ba1 
stable) have returned strong excess cash flows to shareholders in the forms of share buyback programs and 
rising dividends, while Valero, Phillips 66 and Marathon have formed midstream MLPs. Oilfield service 

Gretchen French 
Vice President - Senior Credit Officer 
+1.212.553.3798 
gretchen.french@moodys.com 

   

 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Chesapeake-Energy-Corporation-credit-rating-600013391
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/SandRidge-Energy-Inc-credit-rating-815138515
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Murphy-Oil-Corporation-credit-rating-1553
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Transocean-Inc-credit-rating-600021339
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/QEP-Resources-Inc-credit-rating-600046661
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Hess-Corporation-credit-rating-32500
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Hess-Corporation-credit-rating-32500
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Nabors-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-600019322
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Apache-Corporation-credit-rating-56700
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Devon-Energy-Corporation-credit-rating-434700
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Phillips-66-credit-rating-823091184
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Marathon-Petroleum-Corporation-credit-rating-822368881
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Valero-Energy-Corporation-credit-rating-800675
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/HollyFrontier-Corp-credit-rating-273440
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Tesoro-Corporation-credit-rating-735750
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and drilling companies have pursued (1) debt-financed share buyback programs, in the case of Halliburton 
Co. (A2 negative) and Cameron International Corp. (Baa1 stable); (2) dividends in the case of Rowan 
Companies Inc. (Baa3 stable); and (3) asset spin-offs  in the case of National Oilwell Varco, Inc. (A2 stable) 
and Noble Drilling Corp. (Baa2 stable). In the midstream space, ONEOK Inc. (Baa3 stable) has spun off 
its natural gas distribution business and Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. (Ba2 stable) has authorized a stock 
split and $1 billion buyback program. For the major integrated companies, there has been increased focus 
on capital discipline.  

In 2014, we see a large number of North American energy companies at risk of shareholder activism, taking 
steps to head off potential activists, or continuing with preemptive or responsive strategies that began in 
2013. Uncertainty is elevated with the recent entry of an activist shareholder at Williams Companies Inc. 
(Baa3 stable), Cameron and Talisman Energy Inc. (Baa2 negative), with Talisman already in the midst of 
an asset repositioning when activist Carl Icahn entered. Denbury Resources Inc. (Ba3 stable) could be 
exposed to activist entry owing to its weaker share performance. Encana Corp. (Baa2 stable), despite having 
a new strategic plan and new CEO, could be a target because of poor returns over the last few years.  

Kinder Morgan Energy Partners L.P. (Baa2 stable) has announced it is pursuing ways to improve 
shareholder returns. Transocean is considering forming an MLP for a subset of its assets. And while Hess 
appears to be largely finished with its debt reduction and asset restructuring and is moving ahead with  
share repurchases, it remains to be seen to what extent Occidental Petroleum Corp. (A1 review for 
downgrade)will reduce debt in order to offset the loss in cash flow and diminished portfolio quality that will 
occur with the spin-off of its California business along with planned asset sales.  

EXHIBIT 7 

Possible Targets in Energy Sector Vulnerabilities 

Denbury Resources Inc. Could be exposed to activists due to weaker share performance. 

Encana Corp. Despite having a new strategic plan and new CEO, has had poor returns over the last few 
years. 

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 
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Retail and Apparel 

Sagging Stock Prices Keep the Sector Ripe for Activists 
The retail and apparel industry is set to be one of the more targeted industries for shareholder activism in 
2014 following two years of heightened activity.  In fact, the impact of shareholder pressure can already be 
seen starting with announcements by auction house Sotheby’s (Ba2 stable) and supermarket chain Safeway 
Inc. (Baa3 review for downgrade), both under pressure from activist investors.   This trend will likely 
continue as many retailers have sold off following a largely weaker-than-expected holiday season. We 
estimate that over 70% of the publicly traded retail stocks have underperformed the broader market since 
the beginning of January following lower earnings guidance and missed sales expectations.   

The sector also remains attractive to activists because companies can pull levers to preserve cash flow during 
a downturn, such as scaling back inventory purchases and capital expenditures. Similar to other industries, 
retail companies can have (1) multiple business lines that can be sold or spun off; (2) largely unencumbered 
real estate portfolios that can be monetized; (3) management teams or boards of directors that appear 
entrenched and (4) high-cash balance sheets and low debt levels.   Exhibit 8, below, lists the top ten retail 
companies that have the largest cash positions relative to their market cap.  

EXHIBIT 8 

Retail Companies with High Cash as a Percent of Market Capitalization 
and their Stock Price Performance 
 Stock Appreciation 

Company  

Cash, Cash 
Equivalents,  

and Short Term 
Investments 

Market Cap  
as of 2/25 

Cash as % of 
Market Cap YTD 1 year 2 year 5 year 

S&P 500  -- -- 0.72% 23.26% 34.92% 151.00% 

Best Buy Co., Inc.1 2,170,000 8,760,000 24.8% -37.51% 53.77% 1.20% -12.18% 

CST Brands, Inc. 424,000 2,380,000 17.8% -12.31% 10.28% -- -- 

Staples, Inc. 1,391,171 8,500,000 16.4% -16.61% -1.66% -14.70% -18.50% 

Foot Locker, Inc. 796,000 6,070,000 13.1% 1.45% 25.21% 43.20% 397.83% 

Costco Wholesale Corporation 6,439,000 50,770,000 12.7% -1.99% 16.10% 35.69% 172.70% 

Express, Inc. 181,553 1,520,000 11.9% -4.25% 0.55% -23.35% 14.25% 

Nordstrom, Inc.1 947,000 11,320,000 8.4% -4.39% 12.75% 9.91% 339.72% 

Liberty Interactive Corporation1 981,000 15,010,000 6.5% 1.54% 51.31% 59.69% 813.93% 

Advance Auto Parts, Inc. 567,301 9,130,000 6.2% 14.36% 62.67% 49.10% 228.10% 

Wolverine World Wide Inc 147,800 2,530,000 5.8% -22.49% 23.26% 36.57% 243.67% 

1 Company has a sizable ownership stake by either a founder, founding family, or related trust which may preclude a strategic activist. 

*Excludes company with supermajority voting owners and companies rated below Ba3.  

Red highlights companies whose share prices have underperformed the S&P 500. 

Source: Moody's FM and Yahoo Finance 

 

Adding to the attraction, there is a misconception that retailers’ strategies and operations are easier to 
change and more straightforward than those of other industries.  As the events at J.C. Penney Company, 
Inc. (Caa1 negative) have shown when Pershing Square’s involvement led to disruptive shifts in strategies 
and two years of steep sales declines, the details matter in retail and missteps can quickly alienate a 
company’s customer base.   

Maggie Taylor 
Vice President-Senior Credit Officer 
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Retail is a large sector that generates about $4.5 trillion in sales and is made up primarily of small- to mid-
cap companies, particularly in the specialty and apparel segments.  Last year, of the 19 companies that had a 
shareholder activist, 12 had market capitalizations below $2 billion and all had market capitalizations below 
$10 billion. While the industry garners a lot of attention from activists, many of the affected companies are 
outside our rated universe.  Of the 198 retail and apparel companies with activist shareholders, we rate only 
five.  These include Family Dollar Stores, Inc. (Baa3 stable) with Trian Fund Management L.P.; The Jones 
Group Inc. (Ba3 review for downgrade) with Barington Capital; Safeway  with Jana Partners LLC; 
Sotheby’s with Marcato Capital Management and Third Point; and Office Depot, Inc. (B2 developing) 
with Starboard Value LP. While we expect that activists will continue to focus more on the smaller 
companies outside our universe, as activists increasingly target larger companies, rated companies are more 
likely to be affected going forward.  

Thus far, the effects of shareholder activism have varied greatly.  For example, we do not believe Starboard’s 
activism was very meaningful in the Office Depot and Office Max merger, as substantially all of the 
shareholder-enhancing initiatives were well underway prior to Starboard’s involvement.  In addition, 
though Trian did successfully obtain a board seat at Family Dollar, its 2011 unsolicited offer to acquire the 
company in a leveraged transaction was unsuccessful.  Although we do not expect Trian’s ongoing 
involvement to result in a material increase in debt at this time, Family Dollar’s Baa3 rating is constrained 
by the potential for Trian to influence the company’s capital structure and financial policy. 

On the other hand, when Sotheby’s announced a $300 million special dividend on 28 January, it also said 
it would return excess cash to shareholders going forward, borrow an incremental $170 million, and initiate 
a cost reduction program.  Sotheby’s now has a balance sheet target at its auction division of 3.5x to 4.0x 
rent adjusted debt to EBITDAR through the cycle, which was a key underpinning of our affirmation of its 
Ba2 Corporate Family Rating.  Sotheby’s is also evaluating strategic options for its real estate portfolio as its  
activist shareholders believe there is untapped value in its two prime headquarters in New York and 
London.  We are concerned that Third Point LLC and Marcato Capital Management may continue to 
push for changes that may increase leverage, particularly in light of Third Point’s recent nomination of 
three potential board members.  

In addition, on 19 February Safeway announced that its debt reduction plan is on hold as it discusses the 
possible sale of the company. Safeway also said that it intends to distribute its remaining 72.2% stake in its 
subsidiary Blackhawk Networks Holdings to shareholders and it is exploring alternatives to monetize its 
49% holding in Casa Ley (the fifth-largest food and general merchandise retailer in Mexico).  Subsequently, 
on 6 March Safeway announced that is has agreed to be acquired by an entity controlled by private equity 
firm Cerberus for about $ 9 billion. This follows Jana Partners’ acquisition of a stake in Safeway in 
September and subsequently the announcement that its representatives talked to Safeway management 
about exiting some unprofitable regions and returning more capital to investors.  Even if the sale of the 
company or Casa Ley is not consummated, we expect Safeway will continue to explore strategic alternatives 
and shrink its asset base and EBITDA, leaving minimal proceeds to reduce debt.  One of the key factors for 
Safeway to maintain its Baa3 rating will be its ability to balance the use of proceeds from any divestitures 
between debt reduction and shareholder returns, thereby keeping the emphasis on improving its credit 
metrics, which are currently weak for its Baa3 rating. 

  

                                                 
8  The retail and apparel companies with shareholder activists that not rated by Moody’s include: K-Swiss Inc., R.G. Barry 

Corporation, Abercrombie & Fitch Co., Aeropostale, Inc., Chico’s FAS Inc., Destination XL Group, Inc., Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, 
Inc., The Men’s Wearhouse, Inc., The Wet Seal, Inc., NutriSystem, Inc., ValueVision Media, Inc., and Calloway’s Nursery Inc. 
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https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Jones-Group-Inc-The-credit-rating-600045042
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Office-Depot-Inc-credit-rating-600009951
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Lastly, in December 2013, we placed Jones’ ratings on review for downgrade following its agreement to be 
taken private in a $2.2 billion acquisition by Sycamore Partners, a deal that is due to close in this year’s 
second quarter. The deal came just months after Jones agreed in May to give a board seat to a representative 
of Barington Capital, which at the time had a roughly 2.3% stake in Jones. It is difficult to conclude that 
Barington’s presence was the immediate catalyst for the merger agreement with Sycamore Partners, as SEC 
documents indicate that the board and management were already exploring alternative strategies before 
Barington became involved.  That said, Jones does have a number of the characteristics that attract 
shareholder activists.  Its businesses included a broad portfolio of brands, which in many cases have few 
synergies with each other and its stock had underperformed the overall market and other peers in its space 
for a period of time. While management had announced some initiatives to improve profitability— such as 
an accelerated store closing plan—these did not drive meaningful earnings or share price improvement. 
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Manufacturing 

Activists are Being Drawn Toward Those with Cash Flow, Diverse Product Portfolios 
Many North American manufacturers serve cyclical end-markets and their capital requirements can escalate 
quickly in times of higher demand. Nonetheless, strong performers with established market shares, 
industrial brands, distribution channels and tangible assets have been drawing the attention of activist 
shareholders in search of revenues and cash flows capable of supporting higher financial leverage. 
Furthermore, diverse, multi-segment portfolios can help some conglomerates mitigate the impact of 
business cycles. 

Modest growth since the downturn has tempered working capital requirements and the need to invest in 
additional capacity, thereby increasing free cash flow for many manufacturing companies. Although we 
expect organic EBITA growth for diversified manufacturers and capital goods companies to remain in the 
low-to-mid-single-digit range over the next 12 to 18 months, restructuring efforts following the previous 
economic downturn have improved balance sheets and will continue to nudge margins higher. Activist 
investors will remain attracted to the sector’s growing cash balances, healthy cash flow and diversified 
product portfolios with potential for divestitures or spin-off opportunities. 

Illinois Tool Works Inc. (ITW, A2 stable), SPX Corp. (Ba2 stable) and Ingersoll-Rand Global Hldg. Co. 
Ltd. (Baa2 stable) are among the manufacturers that have attracted the interest of activist shareholders. 
Relational Investors acquired stakes in ITW and SPX and Nelson Peltz’s Trian Partners built an 
ownership position in Ingersoll-Rand. All three companies announced significant share repurchase 
authorizations, while ITW and Ingersoll-Rand also announced plans to sell or spin off significant 
business units. In response to these credit-negative actions, we downgraded each company’s ratings by 
one notch in 2013. 

Although the cash holdings of North American manufacturers do not approach those of the largest 
technology companies, many companies across the sector maintain substantial balance sheet liquidity. Still, 
shareholder return initiatives need to be funded with domestic cash and repatriating funds from overseas 
can result in significant tax inefficiencies. 

In the current environment of increased shareholder pressure, some manufacturers have embraced 
shareholder-friendly actions even in the absence of a vocal investor who has accumulated a significant 
ownership stake. For instance, Dover Corp. (A2 stable) completed the spin-off of its communications 
technologies operations at the end of February, while 3M Co. (Aa2 stable) announced in December a five-
year strategic plan that included an immediate 35% increase in its dividend and share repurchases valued at 
up to $22 billion, up from its previous forecast of up to $15 billion in buybacks.  

We expect the manufacturing sector to continue to attract the attention of activist investors during 2014. 
Event risk will be of particular concern for companies that have underperformed the broader equity markets 
and have excess cash holdings. Companies that have multiple distinct operating segments could also be at 
higher risk, particularly if one or more of the segments are seen as underperforming. Examples of companies 
with large cash balances and multi-segment operations include Valmont Industries Inc. (Baa2 stable) and 
Carlisle Companies Inc. (Baa2 stable).  
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Both have share prices that have somewhat underperformed the broader market. Parker-Hannifin Corp. (A2 
stable) also has a diversified product portfolio and meaningful cash (mostly overseas), albeit with a share price 
that has largely kept pace with the market. Shares of Pall Corp. (Baa1 stable) and Roper Industries Inc. (Baa2 
stable) have been strong performers, but Pall’s large cash holdings, solid margins and recurring revenues, along 
with Roper’s very strong margins and cash flow could be appealing to activist shareholders, particularly those 
eyeing opportunities for spin-offs or disposal of non-core assets.  

EXHIBIT 9 

Possible Targets in  
Manufacturing Sector Vulnerabilities 

Valmont Industries Inc. and 
Carlisle Companies Inc.  

Those that have multiple distinct operating segments could be at higher risk, 
particularly if one or more of the segments are seen as underperforming. Both of 
these companies have multi-segment businesses, large stockpiles of cash and share 
prices that have somewhat underperformed the market. 

Pall Corp. and Roper 
Industries Inc. 

Pall’s large cash holdings, solid margins and recurring revenues, along with Roper’s 
very strong margins and cash flow could be appealing to activist shareholders, 
particularly those eyeing opportunities for spin-offs or disposal of non-core assets.  

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Parker-Hannifin-Corporation-credit-rating-592100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Pall-Corporation-credit-rating-600023804
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Roper-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-806899402
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Valmont-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-807510581
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Carlisle-Companies-Incorporated-credit-rating-137670
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Pall-Corporation-credit-rating-600023804
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Roper-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-806899402
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Roper-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-806899402
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Consumer Products 

Sector Could See More Activity as Developing Markets Slow  
A potential slowdown in developing markets could lay the groundwork for shareholder activism in the 
consumer products industry during 2014.  Shareholder activists have had a mixed influence on credit 
quality in the sector. Shareholder activism can be beneficial, for example, by pressuring management to 
improve operating performance. But it can also lead to credit negative pressure on companies to break up, 
increase leverage or lift shareholder distributions. 

Consumer product companies are particularly attractive to activists because stable demand for food, 
beverages and household products (e.g., toothpaste and diapers), as well as good margins – leads to solid 
cash flow that can support financial leverage. Nevertheless, many industry participants choose to maintain 
conservative financial profiles. This leaves them exposed to activist demands for higher leverage and 
shareholder distributions. In addition, companies with large and growing cash balances, which are often 
built up overseas to avoid paying repatriation taxes – can become targets. 

Companies with weaker operating performance tend to draw the attention of activists. The current 
slowdown in developing market economies and sluggishness in developed markets are making it difficult to 
grow earnings, even for large consumer products companies that are geographically diversified. This could 
further intensify the fight for market share in an environment where consumers are continuing to focus on 
value in the aftermath of the Great Recession. 

Concerns over operating performance and lack of focus are the most likely drivers of shareholder activism in 
the consumer products sector. Nelson Peltz‘s continued push for a separation of PepsiCo Inc.’s (A1 stable) 
snack food and beverage businesses is a replay of his successful efforts to break up Kraft Foods Inc. into 
Kraft Foods Group Inc. (Baa2 stable) and Mondelez International Inc. (Baa1 stable).   

The credit impact of activist involvement is mixed. An increase in PepsiCo’s leverage contributed to our 
decision last year to downgrade the company’s ratings by one notch to A1. The company is resisting Peltz’s 
calls for a break-up because it believes the combination of snack foods and beverages provides distribution 
clout.  While the recently-announced extension of the company's cost-reduction program is a credit 
positive, the 35% increase in shareholder returns for 2014 is a credit negative and further leverage to fund 
additional returns could lead to a downgrade. A material change in operating profile could also be a credit 
negative. 

Bill Ackman’s focus with Procter & Gamble Co. (Aa3 stable) was different – leadership and margins. After 
Ackman successfully engineered the return of former CEO A.G. Lafley in mid-2013, the company has been 
in the midst of a multi-year plan to improve operating execution, lift market share and eliminate more than 
$2 billion in annual costs. 

At P&G, Lafley’s efforts to improve operating execution and create value are credit-positive moves. Ackman 
has not pushed for what would be a credit negative break-up of P&G. But P&G’s recent share price of 
about $78 is little changed from its level when Ackman laid out his vision for the company in a May 2013 
investor conference and far below his $125 target. Ackman sold off most of his P&G stake by the end of 
2013, but the company could come under renewed pressure if its operating performance and stock price do 
not improve. 

Mondelez’s appointment of Peltz to its board will likely keep the company focused on plans to grow its 
profit margin and cash flow, also a credit positive. Peltz has agreed to stop pressing for a merger of 

John Puchalla 
Senior Vice President  
+1.212.5534026 
john.puchalla@moodys.com 

   

 

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/PepsiCo-Inc-credit-rating-600000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Kraft-Foods-Group-Inc-credit-rating-823113733
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Mondelez-International-Inc-credit-rating-600057040
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-downgrades-Pepsi-to-A1-affirms-P-1-short-term--PR_276498
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Procter-Gamble-Company-The-credit-rating-621000
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Mondelez with Pepsi’s snack business, but he is not likely to let management off the hook if it fails to meet 
its operating improvement goals. Competitive headwinds and an inability to lift performance in North 
America and Europe – where the company has concentrated its cost cutting efforts – could cause the 
company to fall short of its targets. 

Consumer product companies are more likely to be targeted by activist shareholders if their market share is 
eroding, revenue is growing slowly or declining, their cash stockpile is building or they are viewed as losing 
focus.  Avon Products Inc. (Baa3 stable), Cott Corp. (B2 stable) Energizer Holdings, Inc. (Baa3 stable) and 
Kellogg Co. (Baa2 stable) have struggled to mitigate market share and/or top-line pressures, and could 
become targets if revenue does not improve. This would be credit positive if it leads to better operating 
performance, but would be credit negative if it prompts leveraging acquisitions or shareholder distributions, 
or a dramatic shift in the business strategy. Other companies such as Newell Rubbermaid Inc. (Baa3 stable) 
and Jarden Corp. (Ba3 stable), could become targets if activists believe their diversified businesses would 
gain focus by being separated. 

Strong operating performance and cash flow benefits both creditors and shareholders. But interests can 
diverge. We view the geographic and product diversity of consumer products companies as good for credit 
worthiness because it enhances cash flow stability. In contrast, activists can push for break-ups that benefit 
shareholders, but weaken diversity and credit quality.  

EXHIBIT 10 

Possible Targets in Consumer Products Sector Vulnerabilities  

Avon Products Inc., Cott Corp., Energizer 
Holdings, Inc., and Kellogg Co.  

These companies have experienced market share and/or top-line 
pressures, making them potential targets if revenue does not improve.  

Newell Rubbermaid Inc. and Jarden Corp.  Either could become targets if activists believe their diversified 
businesses would benefit more as separate operations.  

Source: Moody’s Investors Service 

 

 

  

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Avon-Products-Inc-credit-rating-78340
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Cott-Corporation-credit-rating-600016330
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Energizer-Holdings-Inc-credit-rating-822474417
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Kellogg-Company-credit-rating-435100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Newell-Rubbermaid-Inc-credit-rating-541580
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Jarden-Corporation-credit-rating-600064618
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Avon-Products-Inc-credit-rating-78340
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Cott-Corporation-credit-rating-600016330
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Energizer-Holdings-Inc-credit-rating-822474417
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Energizer-Holdings-Inc-credit-rating-822474417
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Kellogg-Company-credit-rating-435100
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Newell-Rubbermaid-Inc-credit-rating-541580
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Jarden-Corporation-credit-rating-600064618
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Chemicals 

Activists Pursue Chemical Companies, But No Downgrades So Far 
Activist investors have targeted some of the largest companies in the North American chemicals sector over 
the last two years. We expect this activism to continue as chemicals companies generate increasing free cash 
flow amid an improving economy. Given the past volatility in the industry, companies have been relatively 
conservative in boosting shareholder remuneration. For activist investors, any delay in increasing dividends 
or share buybacks may be viewed as a weakness and represent an opportunity for short-term gains.         

Activist shareholders appear to be targeting companies whose share prices have lagged the Dow Jones US 
Chemicals Index, that have built large cash balances or that have benefited from low US energy and 
feedstock costs but have not proportionally increased returns to shareholders. Over the past two years, 
activist investors have publicly targeted nine chemicals companies: 

» Air Products and Chemicals Inc. (Pershing Square) 

» Agrium Inc. (Jana Partners) 

» Ashland Inc. (Jana Partners) 

» CF Industries, Inc. (Third Point) 

» The Dow Chemical Company (Third Point) 

» E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Trian) 

» Ferro Corporation (Four Front Capital, etal) 

» LSB Industries, Inc. (Engine Capital LP) 

» Rockwood Holdings Inc. (Jana Partners) 

Under pressure from activists, companies have agreed to sell underperforming businesses and implement 
cost-reduction programs. They have also increased dividends and share repurchases, funded largely by cash 
and free cash flow. But they have thus far refused to undertake large, debt-financed share buybacks or to 
agree to a breakup of the company. The net result has been a reduction in financial flexibility at these firms, 
with lower cash balances and a reduced ability to undertake large capital projects or debt-financed 
acquisitions. But so far, credit quality has not been impaired enough to prompt a rating downgrade at any 
of these companies.  

The chemicals sector’s high cash balances (see Exhibit 11, page 22) are a major attraction for activist 
investors. Public chemicals companies became more cautious after the financial crisis9 and began to hold 
larger amounts of cash. Many have also divested, or are in the process of divesting, non-core or slower-
growth businesses. While many have been looking to use the proceeds of asset sales for new acquisitions, 
M&A activity has been constrained by a view that valuation multiples are high.   

  

                                                 
9  We previously documented this trend and the companies with the largest cash balances in a special comment “Emerging Markets 

Will Offset Chemical Sector’s Weakness In Industrialized Nations,” January 2012. 
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EXHIBIT 11 

Chemical Companies with Large Cash Balances 
& Their Stock Performance Relative to the Chemicals Index 

 Performance relative to the US 
Chemicals Index* 

Company  
Cash Balance as 

of 9/30/2013 
Market  

Capitalization 
% of Market 

Capitalization 3 Years 5 Years 

E.I. du Pont Nemours & Co. $ 7,005  $  59,600  11.8% -5.5% -15.1% 

The Dow Chemical Company 5,272   56,030  9.4% -4.2% 11.8% 

Lyondell Basell Industries  4,414   45,330  9.7% 19.2% NA 

Monsanto Company 3,668   58,400  6.3% 2.7% -18.8% 

CF Industries Holdings Inc. 2,286   13,240  17.3% 4.3% 7.7% 

PPG Industries Inc. 1,562   26,300  5.9% 17.4% 13.3% 

Tronox Ltd 1,457  2,520  57.8% NA NA 

Celanese Corp 1,100  8,110  13.6% -4.6% 11.1% 

Rockwood Holdings, Inc.  932  5,240  17.8% 5.9% 27.5% 

Air Products & Chemicals Inc.  450   23,690  1.9% -2.8% -9.7% 

Albemarle Corp  401  5,210  7.7% -6.7% -2.5% 

Huntsman Corp.  397  5,430  7.3% -3.2% 25.1% 

OMNOVA Inc.  165   416  39.6% -1.8% 31.4% 

Kraton Performance Polymers Inc.  145   833  17.4% -15.5% NA 

LSB Industries Inc.  140   729  19.2% -9.0% 5.5% 

Source: Moody's FM and Google Finance 

* Average annual appreciation in stock price relative to the Dow Jones US Chemicals Index 

Names in bold have been approached by shareholder activists 

 
A number of companies have already been targets. The activists that targeted Agrium Inc. (Baa2 stable),  
CF Industries Holdings, Inc. (Baa2 stable) and Rockwood Holdings Inc., the holding company of 
Rockwood Specialties Group, Inc.  (Ba1 stable), appear to have obtained the desired increase in share price 
and have sold off their positions. We note that even after activist Jana Partners lost its proxy fight with 
Agrium and exited its stake in CF Industries, these two companies have continued to increase dividends and 
share buybacks. Air Products and Chemicals Inc. (A2 stable), Ashland Inc. (Ba1 stable), E.I. du Pont de 
Nemours and Company (A2 stable), Dow Chemical Co. (Baa2 stable) and LSB Industries, Inc. (Ba3 stable) 
are still under pressure from activists.       

Air Products is a more unusual situation in that the board agreed to give representatives of Pershing Square 
two seats, the CEO agreed to retire and Pershing Square’s two representatives are on the six-member CEO 
search committee. Pershing Square appears to be focused on improving the company’s financial 
performance to get it more in line with its peers and has not been advocating for increased shareholder 
remuneration. Owing to a combination of acquisitions, share repurchases and the slowdown in the global 
economy, Air Products’ credit metrics have been weak and there is no room in its A2 rating for any increase 
in shareholder remuneration. We expect that the company will seek to improve profitability and modestly 
reduce debt in 2014. To the extent that Air Products’ new CEO advocates a change in financial priorities or 
the board increases shareholder remuneration, we would likely either change the rating outlook to negative 
or lower the rating.  

https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Agrium-Inc-credit-rating-600020444
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/CF-Industries-Holdings-Inc-credit-rating-808692432
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Rockwood-Specialties-Group-Inc-credit-rating-600060802
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Air-Products-and-Chemicals-Inc-credit-rating-16000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Ashland-Inc-credit-rating-70000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/EI-du-Pont-de-Nemours-and-Company-credit-rating-249000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/EI-du-Pont-de-Nemours-and-Company-credit-rating-249000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Dow-Chemical-Company-The-credit-rating-244000
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/LSB-Industries-Inc-credit-rating-441120
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At Dow Chemical, Daniel Loeb’s Third Point LLC has taken a roughly 2.5% stake and is advocating for 
increased transparency and splitting the company into separate commodity and specialty chemicals 
businesses. Dow has responded that it will continue on its current path of divesting non-core businesses, 
reducing costs, growing its specialty businesses and investing in low-cost petrochemical capacity. However, 
it also announced a $4 billion share repurchase program in 2014 that will be funded by balance sheet cash, 
which amounted to $5.5 billion at year-end 2013.  

The share repurchase program will reduce Dow’s near-term financial flexibility, but will not impair its long-
term credit profile. There was some flexibility in the company’s ratings due to improved financial 
performance and a decrease in balance sheet debt and pension liabilities in 2013. The ratings also already 
incorporated the possibility that Dow would try to repurchase $4 billion of preferred stock. If Dow’s stock 
rises above $53.70 for a sustained period – it is currently close to $49 a share – Dow would force the 
preferred securities to convert to common stock. The announced share repurchase would offset the vast 
majority of this dilution.  
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Restaurants 

Activist Shareholders Like What’s on the Menu at Some Restaurants 
Shareholder activists were relatively busy in the restaurant space in 2013 as persistently soft consumer 
spending and high levels of promotions and discounts continued to weigh on same store sales and earnings 
growth – a situation that is likely to persist in 2014. This has attracted a number of activists offering up 
advice and various alternatives they believe will boost or enhance shareholder value and returns.  

Since early 2013, activist investors have been particularly focused on casual dining– easily the most 
challenged segment of the industry. Last year, activists have been involved with a number of casual dining 
companies including Darden Restaurants Inc. (Baa3 review for downgrade), Cracker Barrel (unrated), Bob 
Evans (unrated), and Famous Dave’s Barbeque (unrated).   

Apart from common themes that attract activists—underperforming operations or the potential to wring 
out additional costs and improve cash flows—restaurants may also offer tangible asset value such as land or 
buildings that are viewed as stranded assets that could be monetized. Other attractions could include 
moving from an owned to an asset-light business model by putting restaurants in the hands of franchisees or 
multiple brands, where activists believe the various concepts are worth more individually then the sum of 
the parts. 

As a result, even when a restaurant operator is doing well, activists may still see what they perceive to be 
stranded assets with value that should be distributed to shareholders. This has led to activists advising some 
companies—whether healthy or not—to take owned real estate and sell it out right or transfer it into a real 
estate investment trust (REIT) or re-franchise owned and operated restaurants with the goal of having all 
value distributed to shareholders. The downside, from a credit perspective, is the potential for significantly 
higher costs associated with increased rent expense or a significantly lower earnings stream from a franchised 
versus owned restaurant.         

A number of companies have proactively instituted shareholder-focused initiatives. Some have been 
instituting and steadily increasing dividend payout ratios and buying back shares to enhance total 
shareholder returns on their own, which could be an effort to avoid attracting the attention of activists.   
Darden and Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, Inc. (unrated) are the only two currently under fire, though 
it’s likely activists will also be looking at other possible opportunities in the restaurant space, where many 
remain under pressure (see Exhibit 12, page 25).     
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EXHIBIT 12 

Restaurant Companies 
Stock Performance Relative to the S&P500 Index 

  
Average Annual Stock Performance 

Relative to the S&P 500 

  
 

Company  
Market Capitalization  

($ millions) (2) 3 Years (1) 5 Years (1) P/E (ttm) (2) EPS (2) Dividend Yield (2) 

DowJones US Restaurant & Bar Index (3)  4.5% 3.1%    

Bloomin Brands $ 3,110 19.5% N/A 19.07 1.32 N/A 

Brinker International $ 3,510 18.1% 17.1% 22.15 2.36 1.90% 

Burger King Worldwide $ 9,300 8.9% N/A 40.66 0.65 1.10% 

Chipotle Mexican Grill $ 17,220 18.9% 39.2% 53.02 10.47 N/A 

Cracker Barrel $ 2,330 14.1% 16.5% 19.33 5.07 3.10% 

Darden Restaurant $ 6,560 -9.5% -6.8% 18.44 2.71 4.30% 

DineEquity Inc. $ 1,590 0.3% 45.7% 22.39 3.74 3.70% 

Dunkin Brands $ 5,540 10.9% N/A 37.73 1.36 1.80% 

Jack in the Box $ 4,580 26.1% 4.8% 41.26 1.40 N/A 

McDonald's Corp. $ 95,410 -3.0% -7.1% 17.28 5.55 3.40% 

Panera Bread Co. $ 5,060 5.1% 13.1% 26.94 6.81 N/A 

Ruby Tuesday $ 360 -35.5% 17.2% N/A N/A N/A 

Starbucks $ 54,260 17.7% 30.3% 466.1 0.15 1.40% 

Sonic Corp. $ 1,120 18.4% -2.3% 29.43 0.67 N/A 

Wendy's Corporation $ 3,990 16.0% -4.3% 107.26 0.10 2.00% 

YUM! Brands $ 32,510 1.8% 2.2% 31.1 2.36 2.00% 

Source: Moody's FM and Yahoo Finance 

(1) Average annual appreciation in stock price relative to the S&P 500 

(2) Data as of 2/25/14 

(3) Dow Jones US Restaurant & Bar Index performance included as a point of reference 

 
While it’s difficult to second-guess where shareholders activists will focus next, different segments in this 
industry imply different levels of risk, as follows: 

» High Risk: Casual Dining.  Overall operating performance has been weak resulting in intense 
competition with promotions and discounts being a key marketing strategy.  In most cases casual dining 
operators own and operate all or substantially all of their restaurants. The casual dining segment is also a 
US-centric business which increases competitive pressures as expanding internationally is a more limited 
option for diversification.    

» Medium Risk:  Quick Service Restaurants (QSR).  Operating performance has generally been soft with 
traffic being the key focus of companies. Consumers view the QSR segment as a good value proposition, 
but traffic patterns in general have been relatively weak and pricing power is elusive. The franchisee-based 
business model does limit tangible asset value in most cases, but there is an opinion among a number of 
investors that its above-average margins, stable earnings and minimal capex requirements make it a 
business model that can support higher-than-normal debt levels.  
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» Low Risk: Quick Casual Segment.  Operating performance in general has been strong and quick casual 
should remain one of the better performing sectors within the industry in 2014. Consumers – 
particularly millennials – view the value proposition of this sector as strong. This has resulted in 
consistent same store sales performance and positive net new restaurant additions throughout this sector, 
which has driven consistent sales and earnings growth and relatively good stock price performance.  

DARDEN’S DILEMMA 
In late 2013, Darden Restaurants announced that it was exploring strategic alternatives including the 
divestiture of its Red Lobster restaurant brand. It said it would do so through either a tax-free spin-off to 
shareholders or outright sale to a third party.  In the event Darden took the path of a tax free spin-off to 
shareholders, it would raise debt at Red Lobster with the proceeds distributed back to Darden to pay down 
outstanding debt, with the goal of keeping credit metrics relatively flat. As part of the Red Lobster divesture, 
some 478 owned real estate units – or roughly 45% of Darden’s total owned real estate –would be 
distributed along with the brand.  

Despite these strategic initiatives, Darden has come under pressure by activist shareholders including 
Barington Capital Group, LP , which owns over 2.0% of outstanding shares,  and Starboard Value LP and 
its affiliates, which own about 5.5% of Darden’s stock.  Both activists have publicly stated that Darden’s 
intentions to divest Red Lobster would fall far short of what they believe is required to fully enhance 
shareholder value. 

Barington outlined its strategy for Darden in a 17 December presentation, where it said that Darden 
underperformed its peers in total shareholder returns over the past several years. Barington also suggested 
that Darden’s margins are below its peers, that acquisition synergies were not realized and its promotion 
strategy was ineffective, due in part to the company becoming too complex. Among other things, Barington 
indicated that a publicly traded REIT would be the most tax efficient manner to unlock Darden’s real estate 
value.       

For its part, Starboard has said Darden’s stock price significantly understates the value of its underlying 
operations and real estate because of the company’s continued weak operating performance, poor capital 
allocation, and management decisions to date. Starboard also believes that Darden’s operating margins are 
well below its peers after adjusting for its owned real estate.  
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A Comprehensive Look at Activist Agendas 
This table lists 61 shareholder activist campaigns at rated issuers in 2013-2014, as well as examples from previous years mentioned in this report. The activist’s ownership stake indicated is the 
current ownership interest unless otherwise indicated. The year listed is the first year that the activist(s) made significant demands, typically detailed in a Schedule 13D filing. 

Target Company  
Senior Unsecured 
Rating / Outlook Industry Activist(s) Stake (%) 

 
Summary of Activist's Demands 

Activist Nominees on 
Company's Board? Year 

ADT Corporation Ba2 stable Consumer Services Corvex Management LP 0.2  Optimize capital structure and boost 
shareholder returns 

No 2012 

Affinity Gaming B1 stable Gaming  Silver Point Capital LP; Highland Capital 
Management 

24.9, 8.2  Board representation Yes (4) 2013 

Agrium Inc. Baa2 stable Chemicals JANA Partners LLC 2.7  Board representation; split up wholesale and 
retail divisions; various other demands including 
improving cost control, governance and capital 
management 

No 2012 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. A2 stable Chemicals Pershing Square Capital Management LP 9.8  Management and board changes Yes (2) 2013 

Alere, Inc. B2 stable Healthcare Scopia Capital Management LLC; 
Coppersmith Capital Management LLC 

4.2, 2.4  Exit non-core businesses; cut spending; board 
representation 

No 2013 

Allison Transmission Holdings, 
Inc. 

B1 stable Automotive ValueAct Capital Management LP 9.9  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

American Greetings Corporation B1 stable Consumer Products TowerView LLC 6.2  Prevent going-private transaction No 2013 

Apple Inc. Aa1 stable Technology  Icahn Associates Corp.; Greenlight 
Capital, Inc. 

0.5, 0.3  Increase size of share repurchase program No 2013 

Ashland Inc. Ba1 stable Chemicals JANA Partners LLC 8.4  Seek discussions with management for ways to 
unlock shareholder value 

Yes (1) 2013 

BMC Software Inc. Caa1 stable Technology Elliott Management Corporation 6.5  Explore sale of the company or large debt 
financed dividend 

Yes (2) 2012 

Brink's Company (The)  Baa3 negative Business Services GAMCO Asset Management Inc. 6.5  Publicly Disclosed Letter to Board/Management 
Request Company Seek Buyer 

No 2013 

Cameron International Corp. Baa1 stable Energy JANA Partners LLC 2.8  Sell assets; repurchase shares No 2014 

CF Industries Holdings, Inc. Baa2 stable Chemicals Third Point LLC 1.5  Increase dividend No 2013 

Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. Baa3 stable Metals & Mining Casablanca Capital  5.2  Principal demands: spin off the company's 
international operations; increase dividend; 
convert domestic assets to MLP structure; cut 
costs 

No 2014 
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Target Company  
Senior Unsecured 
Rating / Outlook Industry Activist(s) Stake (%) 

 
Summary of Activist's Demands 

Activist Nominees on 
Company's Board? Year 

Chesapeake Energy Corporation Ba2 stable Energy Carl Icahn; Southeastern Asset 
Management 

10, 10.9  The activists had pushed the company to take 
corrective measures to address capital funding 
gap, define a business strategy, and address 
weak governance 

Yes (1) 2012 

Darden Restaurants, Inc. Baa3 possible 
downgrade 

Restaurants Starboard Value LP; Barington Capital 
Group, L.P. 

5.6, 2.8  Strategic changes No 2013 

Dell Inc. Ba3 stable Technology  Icahn Associates Corp. 12.6 (at time 
of activism) 

 Prevent going-private transaction No 2013 

DineEquity, Inc. B2 stable Restaurants Scout Capital Management LLC 6.6  Seek discussions with management re. 
optimizing capital structure, refinancing debt, 
share repurchases, among other matters 

No 2013 

Dow Chemical Company (The) Baa2 stable Chemicals Third Point LLC 2.5 
(estimated) 

 Increase transparency; split company into 
separate commodity and specialty chemicals 
businesses 

No 2014 

E.I. DuPont de Nemours and 
Company 

A2 stable Chemicals Trian Fund Management, L.P. 2.3  Spin off business units   No 2013 

eBay, Inc.  A2 stable Technology Carl Icahn 2.2  Spin off business unit, board representation No 2014 

Edgen Group Inc. Ba3 stable Distribution Services GAMCO Asset Management Inc. 7.7  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

FairPoint Communications, Inc. B2 stable Communications Maglan Capital LP 6.2  Institute recurring dividend and/or substantial 
share repurchase program; board representation 

No 2013 

Family Dollar Stores, Inc. Baa3 stable Retail Trian Fund Management, L.P. 7.4  Hostile bid to acquire company in 2011; board 
representation 

Yes (1) 2011 

Ferro Corporation Ba3 negative Chemicals GAMCO Asset Management Inc.; 
FrontFour Capital Group; Quinpario 
Partners LLC; 

16.16 
(GAMCO), 

3.85 (others) 

 Improve execution on strategy; board 
representation 

Yes (2) 2013 

Forbes Energy Services Ltd. B3 stable Energy Steel Partners, L.L.C. 16.6  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

Forest Laboratories, Inc. Ba1 possible 
upgrade 

Pharmaceuticals Icahn Associates Corp. 11.5  Board representation  Yes (2) 2013 

Gardner Denver, Inc. B2 stable Manufacturing ValueAct Capital Management LP 0.0 (5.1 at 
time of 

activism) 

 Sell company No 2012 

Gastar Exploration, Inc. Caa1 positive Energy Global Undervalued Securities Master 
Fund LP 

6.8  Seek possible board representation  No 2013 

Hawaiian Holdings, Inc. B3 stable Transportation 
Services 

Hirzel Capital Management LLC 10.8  Publicly disclosed letter to board/management Yes (1) 2013 
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Target Company  
Senior Unsecured 
Rating / Outlook Industry Activist(s) Stake (%) 

 
Summary of Activist's Demands 

Activist Nominees on 
Company's Board? Year 

Health Management Associates, 
Inc. 

B1 stable (at time 
of activism; 

ratings 
withdrawn 11 

Feb. 2014) 

Healthcare Glenview Capital Management LLC 14.6  Oust board; replace with activist's slate of 
directors 

Yes (8) 2013 

Hess Corporation Baa2 stable Energy Elliott Management Corporation; 
Relational Investors LLC 

4.5, 2.7  Board representation; greater operational 
discipline 

Yes (3) 2013 

Hewlett-Packard Company Baa1 negative Technology Relational Investors, LLC 1.7  Board representation; improve corporate 
governance 

Yes (1) 2011 

Hologic, Inc. B1 stable Healthcare Icahn Associates Corp., Relational 
Investors LLC 

12.6, 7.3  Icahn: Board representation; Relational: pay 
down debt, improve stock price, greater 
discipline in acquisitions 

Yes (2) 2013 

Hubbell Incorporated A3 stable Manufacturing Ancora Advisors LLC 1.8  Collapse dual-class equity structure into single 
class of shares 

No 2013 

Illinois Tool Works Inc. A2 stable Manufacturing Relational Investors, LLC 2.3  Key demands included simplifying business 
structure and ramping up divestiture program 

No 2012 

Ingersoll-Rand Company Baa2 stable Manufacturing Trian Fund Management, L.P. 4.5  Key demands included exploring strategic 
alternatives including split of business units and 
enhancing shareholder returns via increased 
share repurchases or special dividends 

Yes (1) 2012 

International Game Technology Baa2 stable Technology Services Ader Investment Management LP; 
Orange Capital LLC 

3.0, 0.5  Board representation  Yes (1) 2013 

IntraLinks Holdings, Inc. B2 stable Technology Services Altai Capital Management LP 4.8  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

ITT Corporation P-3 (ST Issuer 
Level Rating) 

Manufacturing Relational Investors, LLC 0.0 (3.9 at 
time of 

activism) 

 Break up company No 2011 

J.C. Penney Company, Inc. Caa2 negative Retail  Pershing Square Capital Management LP; 
Perry Corp. (New York) 

0.0 (17.7 at 
time of 

activism), 3.3  

 Strategic changes No 2013 

Jones Group Inc. (The)  Ba3 possible 
downgrade 

Consumer Products Barington Capital Group, L.P. 2.3  Pare down portfolio of brands; cut costs; board 
representation 

Yes (1) 2013 

Juniper Networks, Inc. Baa2 stable Technology  Elliott Management Corporation; JANA 
Partners LLC   

6.2, 2.7  Return cash to shareholders, reduce costs, adopt 
other initiatives to drive long-term shareholder 
value 

No 2014 

Leap Wireless International, Inc. B3 possible 
upgrade 

Communications GAMCO Asset Management Inc. 4.3  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 
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Target Company  
Senior Unsecured 
Rating / Outlook Industry Activist(s) Stake (%) 

 
Summary of Activist's Demands 

Activist Nominees on 
Company's Board? Year 

Lear Corporation Ba2 positive Automotive Marcato Capital Management LLC; Oskie 
Capital Management LLC 

7.0, 0.1  Accelerate buyback program; board 
representation 

Yes (1) 2013 

LSB Industries, Inc. Ba3 stable Chemicals Engine Capital L.P. Not disclosed  Sell or spin off business unit; improve corporate 
governance; board representation  

No 2013 

Microsoft Corporation Aaa stable Technology ValueAct Capital Management LP 0.8  No publicly disclosed demands No; activist has the option 
to take a board seat in 
early 2014 

2013 

Mondelez International, Inc. Baa1 stable Consumer Products Trian Fund Management, L.P. 2.0  Reduce costs; board representation Yes (1) 2013 

Murphy Oil Baa3 negative Energy Third Point LLC 0.0 (1.3 at 
time of 

activism) 

 Sell or spin off strategic assets No 2012 

Nabors Industries Ltd. Baa2 stable Energy Pamplona Capital Management LLP 8.7  Concerns regarding company's strategic plan 
and stock price performance; add new 
independent directors 

No 2013 

NetApp Inc. Baa1 stable Technology Elliott Management Corporation 4.5  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

Northern Oil & Gas, Inc. B3 stable Energy Clear Harbor Asset Management LLC 1.2  Initiate share repurchase program No 2013 

Nuance Communications, Inc. Ba3 stable Technology Icahn Associates Corp. 18.7  No publicly disclosed demands Yes (2) 2013 

Occidental Petroleum 
Corporation 

A1 possible 
downgrade 

Energy First Pacific Advisors LLC 0.3  Remove former CEO from the board No 2013 

OfficeMax Incorporated B1 developing Retail  Starboard Value Approx 8.0  Vote against merger if company does not 
address certain issues 

No 2013 

Oil States International, Inc. Ba2 possible 
downgrade 

Energy JANA Partners LLC 11.7  Spin off business unit No 2013 

Oshkosh Corporation Ba3 positive Manufacturing Icahn Associates Corp. 0.0 (9.5 at 
time of 

activism) 

 Attempted hostile takeover in 2012; board 
representation 

No 2012 

Outerwall Inc. Ba2 stable Media  JANA Partners LLC; ADW Capital 
Management LLC 

14.6, NA  Jana: Explore strategic changes, including 
possible sale; ADW: reduce spending and return 
excess capital to shareholders 

No 2013 

PepsiCo, Inc. A1 stable Consumer Products Trian Fund Management, L.P. 1.0  Separate snack food and beverage businesses  No 2013 

Procter & Gamble Company 
(The) 

Aa3 stable Consumer Products Pershing Square Capital Management LP 0.1  Replace CEO and improve operating 
performance 

No 2012 

QEP Resources, Inc. Ba1 stable Energy JANA Partners LLC 9.4  Board representation; spin off business unit; 
address incentive compensation structure 

No 2013 

Rockwood Holdings, Inc. Ba1 stable Chemicals Atlantic Investment Management, Inc. 0.0 (6.1 at  Pursue discussions with management No 2012 
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Target Company  
Senior Unsecured 
Rating / Outlook Industry Activist(s) Stake (%) 

 
Summary of Activist's Demands 

Activist Nominees on 
Company's Board? Year 

(Rockwood Specialties Group, 
Inc. is the rated entity) 

time of 
activism) 

Safeway, Inc. Baa3 review for 
downgrade 

Retail  JANA Partners LLC 4.1  Exit certain markets; return capital to 
shareholders 

No 2013 

SandRidge Energy, Inc. B1 stable Energy TPG-Axon Capital 7.3  The activists had advocated for an overhaul of 
the board and leadership and for the company 
to address strategic missteps 

No 2013 

School Specialty, Inc. Caa1 stable Consumer Products Steel Partners, L.L.C. 7.6  Challenged bankruptcy reorganization plan No 2013 

Smithfield Foods, Inc. B1 stable Natural Products 
Processor 

Starboard Value LP 5.7  Improve deal terms, maximize shareholder value No 2013 

Sotheby's Ba2 stable Business Services Third Point LLC; Marcato Captial 
Management LLC 

9.3, 6.7  Improve operational efficiencies; remove CEO; 
separate roles of Chairman/CEO 

No 2013 

SPX Corporation Ba2 stable Manufacturing Relational Investors, LLC 15.5  Increase operating profit margins; accelerate 
divestment of non-core assets; increase 
discipline around capital allocation; properly 
align executive compensation and shareholder 
value creation; board representation 

No; activist has option to 
take one board seat in 
2014 and a second one in 
2015 

2013 

Talisman Energy Inc. Baa2 negative Energy Carl Icahn 7.4  Sell company or accelerate restructuring plan; 
added two Icahn directors to the board 

Yes (2) 2013 

Telephone and Data Systems, 
Inc. 

Baa2 possible 
downgrade 

Communications GAMCO Asset Management Inc. 8.2  Board representation No 2013 

Transocean Inc.  Baa3 negative Energy Carl Icahn 6.0  The activist had advocated for an increased 
dividend payout and board changes 

Yes (2) 2013 

tw telecom inc. Ba3 negative Communications Corvex Management LP 6.0  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

Walter Energy, Inc. Caa1 stable Energy Audley Capital Advisors LLP 2.3  Dispose non-core assets and pursue other 
strategic alternatives; improve capital 
allocation; board of director changes 

No 2013 

Williams Companies, Inc. (The) Baa3 stable Energy Corvex Management LP;  
Soroban Capital Partners LLC 

6.1, 3.1  Address operational and financial missteps Yes (1); activists will take a 
second board seat in 
November 2014 

2013 

WPX Energy, Inc. Ba1 stable Energy (Minerals) Taconic Capital Advisors LLC 6.9  Board representation  Yes (1) 2013 

YRC Worldwide Inc. B3 stable Transportation 
Services 

Avenue Capital Management II LP 5.1  No publicly disclosed demands No 2013 

Source: FactSet and Moody’s Investors Service 
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Selected Issues for Boards of Directors in 2014 
Over the past year, boards of directors continued to face increasing scrutiny from 

shareholders and regulators, and the consequences of failures became more serious in terms of 
regulatory enforcement, shareholder litigation and market reaction. We expect these trends to 
continue in 2014, and proactive board oversight and involvement will remain crucial in this 
challenging environment. 

 
During 2013, activist investors publicly pressured all types of companies – large and 

small, high-flyers and laggards – to pursue strategies focused on short-term returns, even if 
inconsistent with directors’ preferred, sustainable long-term strategies.  In addition, activists 
increasingly focused on governance issues, resulting in heightened shareholder scrutiny and 
attempts at participation in areas that historically have been management and board 
prerogatives.  We expect increased activism in the coming year.  We also expect boards to 
continue to have to grapple with oversight of complex issues related to executive compensation, 
shareholder litigation over significant transactions, risk management, tax strategies, proposed 
changes to audit rules, messaging to shareholders and the market, and board decision-making 
processes.  And, as evidenced in recent headlines, in 2014 the issue of cybersecurity will 
demand the attention of many boards. 

 
 In light of these pressures and concerns, this memorandum reviews the following issues 

that we believe will require the attention of boards of directors and management in 2014:   

• preparing for and responding to shareholder activism;  

• potential regulatory developments involving proxy advisory firms;  

• compensation plans and awards, including increasing shareholder litigation, 
shareholder engagement and regulatory issues;  

• risk management and proposed changes to auditing and accounting 
requirements; 

• managing board communications and processes and dealing with shareholder 
representatives on the board;  

• the challenge of cybersecurity; 

• challenges for multinationals in formulating and implementing tax strategies; and 

• using forum selection clauses in bylaws and charters to manage potential 
shareholder litigation.  
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In the face of these challenges, directors should ensure that management regularly 
works with its advisors to monitor and adapt to the continually changing environment, and 
directors should participate in that engagement.  For the coming year, we recommend that 
companies carefully track their shareholder profiles and pursue proactive approaches to 
potential activism. In addition, frequent and well-structured engagement with shareholders will 
continue to be crucial.  Directors should focus on management’s ability to communicate its 
policies and vision in a way that is understandable and convincing to shareholders and the 
market, and management and directors should be prepared to respond to increasing external 
pressures in a manner that both thoughtfully takes those pressures into account and fully 
reflects their carefully considered view of the long-term interests of the company. 
 
1. Shareholder Activism – Preparing and Responding  

Shareholder activism is on the rise, and recent experience has demonstrated the 
following: 

• Activists have approached the big as well as the small (funds with as little as one 
or two percent of the outstanding voting power have prompted significant 
changes at large-cap companies);  

• Strong financial results and best-practice governance do not preclude activism 
(steady cash flow and a healthy balance sheet are often attractive targets for 
activists promoting financial engineering to accelerate returns);  

• Activists have significant war chests (it is estimated that activist funds control 
about $90 billion of capital);  

• Activists can be constructive, especially after they are invited under the tent; but, 
once in, they can also significantly complicate board processes; 

• Evolving attitudes of institutional investors have led to overt or tacit alliances 
between aggressive hedge funds and more passive institutional investors; and  

• The influence of the proxy advisory firms, although not necessarily determinative, 
cannot be dismissed and must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

In light of these factors, directors should prepare for potential activism.   

• The company should have an up-to-date strategic plan endorsed by the board.  

• The company should not wait for an activist to surface to engage actively with 
shareholders.  Preferably outside the proxy season, senior management and, if 
appropriate, one or more of the independent directors should explain the 
strategic plan to significant institutional investors, answer their questions (in 
compliance, of course, with Regulation FD and other disclosure rules), make 
clear the active role of the independent directors, listen carefully to what 
investors are saying, and report to the board.   
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• Before the activist surfaces, boards should consider what an activist likely would 
criticize or suggest.  Directors may conclude after full analysis that there are 
strategies a hypothetical activist might favor that should be pursued proactively 
(e.g., divestment of assets, spin-off of a business, increase in dividends, 
undertaking stock repurchases, bringing fresh voices on to the board or changing 
senior management).  Even if this exercise leads the board to conclude that no 
changes are advisable, it will leave the board and the company better prepared if 
and when an activist delivers a letter or a “white paper,” issues a press release or 
files a Schedule 13D. 

• The company should regularly monitor changes in its shareholder makeup.  If an 
activist surfaces – even a small investor filing a quarterly 13F – the board should 
be promptly informed.  If the company discovers a potential activist in its 
shareholder profile, the board and management should immediately be briefed 
on: 

o Issues the activist has focused on in the past; 

o Tactics the activist has employed and the results; 

o The typical time horizon of the activist’s prior investments; and 

o Legal parameters within which the activist must operate, including those 
arising from: 

 Charter, bylaw and state corporate law provisions governing 
advance notice periods for board nominations and stockholder 
proposals and the ability of stockholders to call special 
stockholder meetings or to act by written consent without a 
meeting; 

 Ownership limitations arising from rights plans, or that may be 
implemented through adoption of a rights plan that is “on the shelf” 
(which should be considered when an activist – alone or with other 
investors with similar goals – seems likely to acquire a stake of 
10% or more); and  

 Other legal considerations such as antitrust or other regulatory 
clearance requirements or beneficial ownership reporting 
obligations.  
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Even if the board engages in every possible preparation, an activist may still surface.  
The actions to be taken in response to an activist will depend on the circumstances, but 
directors should remain mindful of the following: 

• If the company is approached privately and the activist seeks a meeting, it will be 
advisable to meet in most instances.  Disclosure of an approach or a meeting will 
not generally be required, but it is of course possible that the activist may go 
public at any time (including shortly after a meeting) and portray what is said in a 
negative light.  In any event, the board and management should reevaluate the 
situation promptly following any such meeting.  

• The board should be actively involved, together with management and outside 
advisors, in determining how best to respond to the activist, both initially and as 
the situation develops. 

• An actual proxy contest, even one involving a “short-slate” (i.e., a minority of the 
board seats), can be exhausting and a significant distraction from the company’s 
business.  This reality, and an honest assessment of the likely results of a 
contest, must be considered in deciding whether to attempt to settle with the 
activist and on what terms. 

• Notwithstanding any distractions, management must remain focused on 
performance, its strategic plan and effective communications.  There is no worse 
time to have a disappointing quarter or a failure to communicate effectively with 
investors about long and short-term goals. 

2. Potential Regulatory Developments Involving Proxy Advisory Firms  

Many companies believe that the activities of ISS and Glass Lewis pose serious 
governance challenges because of their significant influence on shareholders, unwillingness to 
engage meaningfully with companies and non-transparent methodologies.  On the other hand, 
institutional investors vigorously assert that the proxy advisory firms perform a valuable service 
as it generally is not economical for the institutions to conduct the research necessary to 
evaluate all matters put to a vote.  Numerous comment letters in response to the SEC’s 2010 
concept release on the proxy system focused on these issues, but there has been no significant 
change in the proxy advisory duopoly or the operations of the firms and no formal SEC action to 
regulate or monitor their activities.   

We do not expect the SEC to take major action in 2014 with respect to the proxy 
advisory firms, but two developments in late 2013 do suggest increased attention from 
regulators.  First, in October 2013, NASDAQ OMX filed a petition with the SEC calling for rules 
that would condition continued reliance on prior SEC guidance favorable to proxy advisory firms 
on public disclosure by the proxy advisory firms of their models, methodologies and potential 
conflicts of interest. Second, in December 2013, the SEC held a public roundtable on the 
issues.  The roundtable, however, served principally as a forum where already well-established 
positions and arguments on the various sides of the debate were rehearsed.  There were some 
indications of increased consensus with respect to disclosure of conflicts of interest, but much 
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less evidence of movement regarding transparency of models and methodologies or mandated 
engagement with companies.    

We believe that, although the SEC is attending to the issue, it is unlikely to push forward 
in the near term with major proposals that will deprive institutional investors of proxy advisory 
services they see as valuable.  There is no indication that the dissatisfaction that companies 
express with the current situation is shared by institutional investors.  This is not surprising given 
that institutional investors are under regulatory and other pressures to vote shares and do not 
(except perhaps the largest of them) have the resources to evaluate all matters on which they 
are asked to vote.  Moreover, many institutional investors have concluded that they are better 
protected against challenges that their own conflicts might result in violations of their fiduciary 
duties if they outsource their voting decisions, even if the proxy advisory firms may have their 
own conflicts.   

As a result, boards will need to continue to consult with their advisors regarding the most 
constructive approaches to advisory firms, and to follow and possibly support regulatory action 
in this area.   

3. Compensation-Related Issues  

Shareholder Litigation Regarding Compensation Plans and Awards 

In 2013, there was a new cluster of shareholder cases relating to compensation – far in 
excess of what we have seen in the past – alleging that compensation committees 
misinterpreted company plans and improperly issued incentive awards without shareholder 
approval. The cases bring to mind the significant litigation arising from the stock option 
backdating scandal beginning in 2005, as some of those cases also turned on whether boards 
violated the provisions of their companies’ plans (in those cases, provisions requiring options to 
be granted at not less than fair market value).  Notably, these cases have led to seven rulings 
under Delaware law, and in general, the results have not been encouraging for 
companies.  Four of the seven rulings permitted claims to proceed past a motion to dismiss, 
including two in which courts concluded that a board’s interpretation “clearly violated an 
unambiguous provision of the plan.”   

However, most of these cases appear to result from hyper-technical readings of plan 
terms.  From a planning perspective, the issues raised by these cases generally can be avoided 
through careful drafting of plan documents, using a less technical and more common sense 
interpretive approach, and appropriate skepticism and scrutiny by compensation committees of  
technical interpretations on which they sometimes are forced to rely. 

Shareholder Engagement on Compensation   

The need for most public companies to engage with shareholders regarding 
compensation policies and practices has been obvious for some time.  Practices, however, 
continue to evolve, and there is no single approach that is appropriate in every case.  Various 
factors – including the role of proxy advisors, demands by shareholders for additional influence, 
skepticism about the prudence of limiting compensation committee discretion, and increasing 
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regulatory requirements – all suggest that in 2014 there will be continuing vigorous debate 
regarding appropriate practices without final resolution.  Boards will need to continue to monitor 
developments and reevaluate regularly how best to communicate and engage with shareholders 
on the topic of compensation. 

Regulatory Developments Regarding Compensation   

We expect that the recently proposed CEO pay ratio rules will be finalized in 2014, and 
although there may still be a court challenge that delays implementation, companies and 
compensation committees together with their advisors will need to devote appropriate attention 
to computing the required numbers and crafting the related disclosures for 2015 proxy 
statements. In light of experience with similar types of disclosure, we believe there almost 
certainly will be litigation risks associated with this exercise.  

Finally, many companies have implemented clawback policies ahead of the SEC’s 
Dodd-Frank rulemaking that in some cases go beyond the Dodd-Frank requirements.  This 
development has put some pressure on those who have not yet done so.  We expect that many 
companies still waiting for rules may decide that it is appropriate to move in the same direction, 
even in the absence of SEC guidance, in order to stay in step with market practice. 

4. Risk Management, Accounting and Audit Matters 

In 2014, boards will be required to remain focused on issues of risk management as well 
as auditing processes and the integrity of financial statements.  Several specific matters 
deserving of attention are discussed below. 

Regulatory and Compliance Risk   

In light of increasing regulation and enforcement, audit and risk committees should 
ensure that management carefully considers any changes in the company’s regulatory and 
compliance landscape, takes appropriate steps to address those changes, and updates the 
board and relevant committees.  Some regulatory and compliance matters, such as the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act, have broad applicability to many companies, but others are more 
narrowly targeted and require management, boards and committees to evaluate carefully the 
circumstances and regulatory issues applicable to their particular situation.  As part of their 
oversight functions, boards and committees should consider how to obtain sufficient comfort 
that the company has appropriate written policies and training programs, programs to 
encourage the use of internal channels to bring complaints and problems to the company’s 
attention, whistleblower procedures and proper “tone at the top.”  
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Proposed Changes to the Auditor Reporting Model 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, or PCAOB, has proposed new 
auditing standards requiring additional information in audit reports.  That information would 
include, first, a discussion by the auditor of “critical audit matters,” which are the aspects of the 
audit requiring the most complex determinations, the most professional judgment and similar 
elements, and, second, specific statements by the auditor regarding whether, following its 
evaluation of information obtained in the audit, the information in the company’s filing outside 
the financial statements contains material misstatements or material inconsistencies with the 
financial statements.   

If adopted, these changes will result in disclosure by auditors of information, such as 
information about internal controls, that until now was a disclosure decision made by companies 
themselves.  They will also increase costs of the audit and will almost certainly adversely impact 
openness of communications among management and audit committees and auditors.  The 
comment period for these rules has just closed, no new standards have yet been adopted, and 
any new standards would be subject to SEC approval.  However, audit committees and CFOs 
should proactively engage with their outside auditors to determine in general terms how the 
proposals are likely to impact the audit, the company’s audit report and relations between the 
auditor and the audit committee and management.  Subjects for discussion could include a 
preliminary understanding of what critical audit matters might be identified for a particular 
company, what additional company information might be most likely to be disclosed in the 
auditor report, and how the auditor might proceed to consider information outside the financial 
statements.  

Auditor Rotation 

The PCAOB also continues to consider a new standard regarding mandatory auditor 
rotation.  While there is no specific proposal on the table, audit committees should make sure 
they are kept up-to-date on any developments in the area.  Recent action in the European 
Union to move to a 10-year rotation system may increase pressure on the PCAOB.  In addition, 
the possibility of such a standard makes it more important for audit committees and financial 
management to consider on a periodic basis whether there is another firm with suitable 
qualifications that is independent under SEC and PCAOB rules if a change in auditor were to be 
required. 

5. Cybersecurity Issues 
 
 Cybersecurity breaches are now a common occurrence, and the significant 
consequences of breaches have been widely reported.  In 2014, issues of cybersecurity should 
be considered not only from the IT perspective but also as a matter of risk assessment and 
management for boards of directors.    
 

While potential legal liability is an important driver of developing a robust cybersecurity 
risk program, the operational, financial, reputational and other risks may be even more serious.  
The recently highlighted legal risks include violations of privacy laws for disclosure of personal 
information, violations of disclosure requirements (as emphasized in an SEC release in 2011) if 
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breaches result in material financial or business consequences, and FTC enforcement with 
respect to breaches that result in compromising customer information.  The considerable risks 
beyond the legal sphere involve business interruption, lock-outs of customers from companies’ 
networks and services, business and financial losses if information is compromised, and 
reputational damage, including loss of trust among customers and others, which can result in 
consequences that are significant and that can be of much longer duration than the actual 
breach.  While risks vary by company, no public company should conclude that the probability 
and consequences of a cybersecurity breach are so inconsequential that consideration at the 
board level is unnecessary.   
 

Boards first should consider – directly or through their audit or risk committee – 
measures such as the following to establish appropriate oversight: 
 

• Instructing senior management to ascertain the particular kinds of cybersecurity 
risks to which the company is subject; 

• Requiring senior management to develop and report on a plan that addresses 
cybersecurity risks, including identifying and if necessary hiring personnel with 
not only IT but also security and risk management skills; 

• Delegating to appropriate board committees oversight of the most important 
cybersecurity risks and arranging for full board awareness of and engagement in 
these oversight efforts; and 

• Ensuring periodic reporting to the audit or risk committee or the board of the 
status of cybersecurity risk assessment and how the risk is managed by senior 
management and the responsible personnel. 

Beyond the steps to establish an oversight framework, boards should consider proactive 
steps in the following additional areas:   

 
• Working with senior management to understand risk and risk tolerance.   

Although “zero tolerance” might seem attractive, in fact assessing and managing 
most aspects of cybersecurity risk involves a calculus of the risk involved in 
various business strategies and operations.  For example, distributed IT 
resources increase the risk of breach, but that risk has to be assessed against 
the business advantages to a particular company of use of remote and other 
distributed devices.    

• Implementing a rapid response program to address breaches.  The board or the 
appropriate committee should satisfy itself that management has in place the 
resources and processes necessary to respond to a breach.  This requires 
identifying privacy and security concerns, and selecting law firms to deal with 
legal issues involving disclosure and data privacy and security, experts to assist 
in investigating and analyzing the breach and its consequences, public relations 
or government relations firms and the internal team that will be in charge of 
coordinating and executing the response. 
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• Using internal audit to evaluate cybersecurity weaknesses.  Audit committees 
should be charged with ensuring that the internal audit function is risk-based and 
addresses cybersecurity risks with appropriate frequency and in appropriate 
depth.  Doing so involves not only focus on IT, but also emphasis on 
cybersecurity issues within the overall IT area.  For example, many of the most 
frequently reported breaches involve use of unauthorized access, stolen 
passwords and the like.  Therefore, internal audits of various IT functions should 
pay due attention to such mundane areas as expired, unauthorized or overly 
broad access and password protection. 

• Cybersecurity concerns do not stop at the water’s edge.  For global companies, 
cybersecurity is a global concern.  Boards should take necessary steps to be 
satisfied that offshore operations, processes and data are subject to the same 
protections and contingency plans as those put in place domestically.  
Companies should also be aware of the different legal implications of breaches in 
different jurisdictions.  For example, breaches that compromise personal 
information of customers or others can trigger different and more exacting 
reporting and other consequences in the European Union than in the United 
States.   

• Responsiveness to cybersecurity concerns as an element of board composition.  
If directors feel that the board lacks necessary expertise with respect to 
cybersecurity issues, nominating committees and boards should consider 
cybersecurity expertise as part of evaluating board composition and identifying 
candidates for board succession.  In addition to IT skills, boards should consider 
regulatory experience and experience providing oversight in crisis situations, 
including overseeing coordination of different response teams and internal, 
government and external communications. 

6. The Changing Tax Environment for Multinationals  

Over the past few years there have been major changes in the global tax environment 
for multinational companies.  As a result, it is advisable for boards in overseeing business 
strategy to monitor whether the company’s cross-border tax strategies make it vulnerable to 
criticism or audit risk. 

• Tax audits.  Tax authorities increasingly have been instituting high-stakes 
investigations and challenges to the techniques used by multinationals to reduce 
their effective tax rate by eroding the tax base in high-tax countries and shifting 
profits to low-tax countries.  In Europe, some of these investigations have been 
quite aggressive, including criminal prosecution of executives.   

• Media and political attention.  Government activities to address base erosion and 
profit-shifting (or “BEPS”) have also resulted in damaging media coverage, 
governmental reports, and congressional and parliamentary hearings, including 
the “naming and shaming” of companies.  The resulting public and political 
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indignation at the low effective tax rate of many multinationals has fueled further 
audits and given rise to proposals for changes in law. 

• Potential changes in law.  There is now a concerted effort by the Organization of 
Economic Cooperation and Development (the “OECD”) and the G-20 
governments to develop and implement a harmonized international approach to 
address BEPS.  The OECD has announced an ambitious action plan targeting 
many of the perceived weaknesses in current international tax rules.  While the 
ultimate outcome is still unclear, it is likely that over time at least some major 
changes will result. 

Consequently, boards of directors and audit committees of multinational companies may 
need to devote increased attention to cross-border tax risks.  Depending upon the 
circumstances, a board might consider a focused review of international tax strategy, country-
by-country effective tax rates, the level of reserves and potential exposures for past and current 
practices, accounting for uncertain tax positions, and potential changes in tax law.  Directors 
should also become informed about the company’s processes for developing and implementing 
global tax strategy, and whether it takes account of the changing tax environment in a manner 
that is consistent with the company’s overall risk profile.  Tax law developments in response to 
BEPS may also necessitate modifications to business practices and an evaluation of the impact 
of these changes on the company’s effective tax rate.  

7. Managing Board Communications and Stockholder-Representative Directors 

Over the past year, counsel to plaintiffs in derivative and stockholder suits as well as 
activist investors with representatives on boards have become increasingly aggressive in trying 
to increase access to confidential board materials, including by seeking to challenge attorney-
client privilege These developments are consistent with trends to open up board processes and 
enhance the roles of directors representing activist stockholders.  Considerations for boards and 
general counsels to keep in mind in connection with board processes going forward include the 
following: 

Use of E-mail and Board Portals  

Despite the increased use of board portals, many directors still prefer to receive 
materials via e-mail.  This raises a variety of concerns.  In particular, materials sent to a director 
at an e-mail address at another company might give the other company access to those emails 
through its employment or other policies.  This third-party access has provided a basis for 
recent claims that there has been a waiver of any privilege.  An express written understanding 
with the other company that e-mails to the director in his or her capacity as such will be exempt 
from this access policy will be a helpful defense against such a claim. 

Sending materials to a director at a personal e-mail address, to which third parties do not 
have access, avoids this issue of privilege waiver; but, if the board e-mails are mixed in with 
personal e-mails of the director (as opposed to being segregated), then the director will be 
vulnerable to having personal e-mails subject to review in connection with discovery.  
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Board portals can avoid these risks, but they present their own potential pitfalls.  In 
setting up a board portal, companies should be aware that data that tracks directors’ activity (or 
lack thereof) on a board portal may be discoverable.  Moreover, some portals permit directors to 
make comments on materials that may be discoverable. These features should be addressed 
through document retention policies specific to the portal.   

Finally, access to certain materials on the portal may have to be limited. For example, 
materials for a committee of disinterested directors will typically need to have limitations on 
access for those not on the committee  (including in some cases management and the general 
counsel) to preserve privilege, as well as the integrity of the committee.  Similar issues are 
raised in the case of an adverse dissident director, as discussed below.  

Privilege and Confidentiality When a Director Becomes Adverse 

A claim of privilege against a director is not generally permitted in respect of materials 
prepared by counsel to a board.  There is an important exception when the director in question 
assumes a position that is “adverse” to the board.  However, a claim of privilege against such a 
director is generally not permitted in respect of materials prepared before counsel becomes 
aware that the director has become adverse.  This past year, dissident directors, representing 
activist funds, took advantage of these limitations on assertion of privilege to obtain favorable 
rulings in discovery proceedings.  As a result, dissident directors obtained access to not only 
communications by counsel to the other directors, but also internal communications of counsel 
to the board or committee of which the dissident director had been a member.  Directors and 
their advisors should be mindful to avoid falling into the trap of prematurely concluding that a 
director is adverse.  Differing viewpoints and “behind the scenes” tension may be inadequate to 
establish the adversity necessary to entitle materials and communications to a claim of privilege 
against a director notwithstanding the belief at the time of the creation of these materials and 
communications that a true adversarial relationship is inevitable.   

Access Beyond the Director for Stockholder Representatives 

Further compounding the consequences for access in contexts where a director is not 
yet “adverse,” but may become so, is the growing acceptance by courts of the premise that, 
when a director affiliated with a stockholder serves on the board as a “representative” of this 
stockholder (such as an activist fund), the company should understand that the director will be 
sharing confidential board materials with the stockholder (i.e., the investment committee at the 
fund and perhaps even the fund’s advisors and expert consultants) for use in conformity with the 
restrictions (e.g., insider trading rules) applicable to the director.  This presumed access by the 
stockholder to the board’s confidential materials may have unexpected consequences if the 
fund has principals with fiduciary duties of candor to boards at other companies or entities for 
which this confidential information may be material.  Directors who are affiliated with a 
stockholder and serving on the board as ”representatives” of this stockholder, as well as the 
general counsels of companies with such directors on their boards, need to be proactive to 
assure that access to confidential board materials does not lead to an awkward “dual fiduciary” 
situation for these directors, the stockholder they “represent,” and these companies.   
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In 2014, we expect activist stockholders, which have their principals or employees 
serving as their representatives on boards, to continue to push for obtaining more information, 
including by (a) resisting requirements to enter into confidentiality undertakings that extend 
beyond those applicable to directors generally and (b) asserting their rights to sufficient advance 
notice of meetings and board materials and access to confidential materials of the company 
beyond those provided in the board “pre-read” materials (or packages).    

To counter this push, companies in 2014 will likely be considering ways to limit the 
influence of directors with financial ties to activist stockholders by highlighting the risk that these 
directors’ incentives, which are created by their financial arrangements with activist funds, may 
cause their views to diverge from the best interests of stockholders generally.  These efforts will 
range from mechanics (such as bylaw amendments) to exclude these directors from serving on 
the board altogether to determinations by boards in specific scenarios to exclude these directors 
from playing central roles in strategic decision-making and special committees.  But even 
conflicted directors will continue to be entitled to access to confidential information of the 
corporation and it is unlikely that that they can be prevented from making public statements that 
they believe in good faith are consistent with their fiduciary duties.            

8. Forum Selection Clauses to Limit Stockholder Litigation 

In 2013 Delaware’s Chancellor Strine decided, in cases involving Chevron and Federal 
Express,1 that bylaws of Delaware companies could validly select Delaware courts as the 
exclusive forum for litigation of internal corporate affairs, such as derivative claims and mergers.  
These decisions are a helpful remedy to the epidemic of such litigation, and in particular to its 
manifestation in the form of lawsuits filed in multiple courts, a development that has also 
reached epidemic proportions.  In 2012, 96% of public company mergers valued in excess of 
$500 million generated judicial challenges by stockholders seeking to enjoin them, and in the 
overwhelming number of cases there were multiple such lawsuits filed in multiple courts.  
Absent forum selection clauses, defendants have limited, and generally ineffective, tools to 
consolidate such cases.   

The next chapter in forum selection clauses will focus on judicial receptivity.  For 
Delaware, the answer is known.  But the true test will be how quickly and effectively defendants 
can obtain the dismissal of cases filed outside of the selected exclusive forum.  The answer is 
still unclear as such clauses have not been sufficiently tested in courts outside Delaware.   

One powerful way to enhance the effectiveness of forum selection clauses is to include 
language in them whereby stockholders consent (a) to the jurisdiction of the selected forum with 
respect to the enforcement of those clauses and (b) to simple means of effecting service of 
process on any stockholder who commences litigation covered by the clause outside of 
Delaware.  Our memorandum of November 19, 2013 sets forth model bylaw language.  
Together, these provisions should enable defendants to seek relief from the selected forum, in 
the form of a final judgment that should be backstopped by the Full Faith and Credit Clause of 

                                            
1 Boilermakers Local 154 Retirement Fund et al. v. Chevron Corp. et al., IClub Investment Partnership v. 

FedEx Corp. et al. (Del. Ch. June 25, 2013). 

http://www.cgsh.com/forum-selection-clauses-further-enhancing-the-promise-of-fscs-through-stockholder-consent-to-jurisdiction-the-edgen-lesson/
https://a.next.westlaw.com/Document/I3196de07de1011e2a98ec867961a22de/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.DocLink)
https://a.next.westlaw.com/Document/I3196de07de1011e2a98ec867961a22de/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.DocLink)
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the Constitution.  As a result, the risk and uncertainty of a foreign court permitting an action to 
go forward in violation of an exclusive forum clause should diminish – probably, dramatically so.   

Widespread adoption of forum selection clauses (coupled with jurisdictional 
consent/service provisions) likely will have important effects beyond just diminishing the wasted 
expense of having to defend essentially the same lawsuit before multiple courts.  First, there is 
good reason to believe that many suits brought only outside of Delaware would not be brought 
at all if they could only be filed in Delaware.  Many cases are filed outside of Delaware because 
there is little chance that they would survive in Delaware’s courts.  Second, with fewer cases 
being filed outside Delaware, certainty and predictability become more likely, since Delaware 
law will be “made” by essentially a single trial level court, and overseen by a single appellate 
court.  Third, diminishing the likelihood of multiple courts hearing the same case reduces 
incentives, such as so-called “reverse auctions” where defendants play one set of plaintiffs 
against another in order to secure the cheapest settlement (which, in some instances, may be 
beneficial to defendants).  On the other hand, if (ex ante) companies would prefer a jurisdiction 
other than the state of incorporation to be the exclusive forum, clauses so providing should be 
valid in many, if not all, jurisdictions, so long as the selected jurisdiction has a reasonable 
connection to the corporation (e.g., where it is headquartered).   

Since the Chevron/FedEx decisions in June 2013, boards of over 150 listed companies 
have amended their bylaws to adopt forum selection clauses and the number of companies 
adopting such clauses in their charters or bylaws at the time of their IPO or other initial listing is 
increasing.  Other public companies have been deterred by the attitudes of the major proxy 
advisory firms and some institutional investors.  The advisory firms take the position that 
amending bylaws to adopt such a provision should not be done without a shareholder vote.  
Each company and its board must make its own decision in light of its shareholder profile, 
policies and attitudes of institutional shareholders as well as ISS and Glass Lewis and other 
factors, but there are real benefits to shareholders of eliminating overlapping lawsuits in multiple 
jurisdictions that the company and its board must defend, and it is to be hoped that over time, as 
more companies adopt such provisions, some of the negative reaction will lessen.      

* * * * *  

Please call any of your regular contacts at the firm or any of the partners and counsel 
listed under Capital Markets, Corporate Governance, Executive Compensation, Mergers and 
Acquisitions or Tax in the Practices section of our website (www.cgsh.com) if you have any 
questions.  

CLEARY GOTTLIEB STEEN & HAMILTON LLP 

 

http://www.cgsh.com/capital_markets/
http://www.cgsh.com/corporate_governance/
http://www.cgsh.com/executive_compensation_and_erisa/
http://www.cgsh.com/mergers_acquisitions_and_joint_ventures/
http://www.cgsh.com/mergers_acquisitions_and_joint_ventures/
http://www.cgsh.com/tax/
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Preparing for bigger, bolder 
shareholder activists 

Activists are targeting more and bigger companies. Here’s what attracts them—

and some tips on how to respond when they show up.

Activist investors1 are getting ever more adven- 

turous. Last year, according to our analysis, the 

US-listed companies that activists targeted had  

an average market capitalization of $10 billion— 

up from $8 billion just a year earlier and less  

than $2 billion at the end of the last decade. 

They’ve also been busier, launching an average of 

240 campaigns in each of the past three years—

more than double the number a decade ago. And 

even though activists are a relatively small group,  

with only $75 billion in combined assets under 

management compared with the $2.5 trillion 

hedge-fund industry overall, they’ve enjoyed a 

higher rate of asset growth than hedge funds and 

attracted new partnerships with traditional 

investors. As a result, they have both the capital 

and the leverage to continue engaging large- 

cap companies. 

Shareholders generally benefit. Our analysis of 

400 activist campaigns (out of 1,400 launched 

against US companies over the past decade) finds 

that, among large companies for which data are 

available, the median activist campaign reverses 

a downward trajectory in target-company 

performance and generates excess shareholder 

returns that persist for at least 36 months 

(Exhibit 1).2 

Internationally, others have reached similar 

conclusions.3 That’s consistent with a general 

shift in the tone of the debate around activist 
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involvement.4 Today, we encounter more 

awareness of the positive effects that an activist 

campaign can have—on improving strategy  

and operations, for example, or strengthening the 

board of directors, or even mitigating perceived 

pressure for short-term performance.5 

But that presents a challenge for executives,  

many of whom reflexively resist activists, should 

they make an approach. Activists themselves  

often provoke that response, our analysis finds, 

with confrontational or even acerbic over- 

tures. Those executives who can set aside tone  

and style, though, will find that some activists  

do indeed have ideas that create value and  

improve shareholder performance. In fact,  

a collaborative, negotiated, or settled response  

to activist initiatives tends to lead to higher  

excess shareholder returns than a combative one  

(Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 1

Excess TRS1 performance of activist campaigns, at companies with annual revenues 
of >$1 billion, 2001–present2; index: 100 = day of campaign announcement

Campaign 
announcement

Precampaign 
months

Postcampaign 
months

95

100

105

110

115

120

–36 –24 –12 +12 +24 +36

1 Total returns to shareholders relative to industry average.
2 n = 67.  For purposes of this chart, we chose a more conservative sample that includes campaigns at companies with 

annual revenues of >$1 billion for which historical 6-year TRS data are available. The trend is similar for a broader set 
of 112 companies of all sizes. 

 Source: Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ; Thomson Reuters Datastream; McKinsey analysis
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Activist campaigns, on average, generate a sustained increase
in shareholder returns.
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In order to shape the kind of relationship they 

want with activists, managers must first 

understand what attracts them. Then they can 

gauge their own vulnerability to undertake  

for themselves the kinds of value-creating actions 

an activist would likely propose. They should  

also have plans at the ready for responding, well 

in advance of an activist’s overture.

What attracts activist shareholders?

An activist campaign itself can be costly for 

management, both in direct expenses and in the 

significant time and attention diverted from 

running the business. Our interviews suggest that 

each contested campaign costs a company 

between $10 million and $20 million—plus weeks 

of management time to develop plans and meet 

Exhibit 2

Median 3-year excess TRS1 based on activist success, 
% excess TRS

1 Total returns to shareholders. Note that the TRS calculations baseline is 1 month prior to 13D filing, and 
excess TRS is benchmarked to the S&P 500. A management win is defined as a withdrawn complaint or scenario 
where shareholders voted down the activist plan. An activist win is defined as a campaign where management 
(independently or through shareholder vote) met all activist demands. A settlement is defined as a campaign 
where management or shareholders met some but not all activist demands.

2 n = 130. Sample includes all campaigns at companies with annual revenues of >$1 billion for which data 
were available.

3 n = 271. Sample includes all campaigns at companies with annual revenues of <$1 billion for which data 
were available. 

 Source: Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ; McKinsey analysis

A collaborative settled outcome tends to lead to higher shareholder 
returns in the 3-year time horizon.

Template 2014
Activist Investors
Exhibit 2 of 3
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with investors. Executives who can identify and 

address the weak spots that an activist would 

target before an activist gets involved can help a 

company reap the benefits without incurring  

the cost—whether through preemptive actions or 

a fast path to compromise should an activist 

launch a campaign. 

What are those weak spots? Not unexpectedly, 

our research finds that fundamental under- 

performance is the most likely weakness to trigger 

an activist investor. Most often, activists focus  

on underperformance relative to industry peers, 

rather than absolute declines in performance,  

and they especially react to shareholder returns 

that have significantly lagged the industry in  

the previous two years, anemic revenue growth, 

and a growing gap in margins relative to peers. 

Large cash balances and recurring restructuring 

charges are also strong indicators of looming 

activism. Notably, in our research, we found that 

executive compensation and a company’s  

gap in consensus earnings do not appear to be 

significant indicators of activist interest despite 

the frequent use of these metrics in activist-

campaign rhetoric. If a company shows signs of 

underperformance relative to peers, it’s quite 

likely that an activist is already watching. 

Executives can run a preemptive activist audit  

to evaluate their company’s fundamental 

performance—and we’ve observed a growing 

number of companies doing so, proactively testing 

whether they may be a target and reviewing  

their operating and strategic plans in that light.  

A rigorous and unbiased preemptive audit  

that identifies weak spots and evaluates all options 

can help keep activists at bay and uncover 

opportunities for value creation. One company 

took a detailed look at performance trends 

against peers and dug deep into the fundamental 

factors creating value for each of its business 

segments. Armed with this information, it was able 

to better understand the intrinsic value of each  

of its businesses and compare this with how the 

market valued the sum of the parts. Finally, it 

considered all possible options for closing the gap, 

including operational improvements, changes  

in capital allocation and financing, and funda- 

mental changes to its portfolio. 

In certain sectors, we have also observed a  

pattern of industry-specific investment theses. For 

example, industrial companies are attractive 

targets where the breadth of the corporate port- 

folio leads to a market value lower than the  

sum of the independent businesses. Other tempting 

targets are basic-materials companies with 

stranded or undervalued raw-material assets and 

pharmaceuticals companies with drug pipelines 

(R&D or production) perceived to be weaker than 

those of their peers. 
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What to do when approached by  

an activist 

If an activist does reach out, how executives react 

plays a big part in how collaborative or hostile  

a campaign gets. Three in four campaigns start 

collaboratively, our research finds, but half  

of those eventually turn hostile (Exhibit 3). This 

suggests that management teams should think  

as much about how they engage with an activist as 

whether they accept activist proposals. 

Some tips can help in planning response tactics. 

Form a response team. When an activist engages 

a management team, executives should pull 

together an ad hoc team to respond. Those who 

respond without team support can easily make 

missteps, underestimating the gravity of the 

overture or overlooking the full range of options; 

this can lead to a rapid escalation of an activist’s 

moves. In one recent instance, the chair of a 

health-care company’s board, in the face of an 

aggressive overture from a large activist share- 

holder, made a unilateral decision to ignore an 

activist—which provoked the activist to campaign 

for board control. Contrast that with another 

recent example, where the CEO of a global 

industrial company quickly assembled a confiden- 

tial working team including himself, his CFO,  

his general counsel, investor relations, and a 

support analyst. The team quickly assessed the 

benefits and risks of the activist proposal and 

Exhibit 3

Campaign-tactic progressions,1 campaigns by progression type, %

1 n = 575. Includes all campaigns for which data were available.

 Source: Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ; McKinsey analysis
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end
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End in a battle 
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40

25

35

Most campaigns begin collaboratively but turn hostile.

Template 2014
Activist Investors
Exhibit 3 of 3
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generated a plan for compromise that enabled  

the CEO to settle an activist campaign by 

proactively gaining support from large share- 

holders for his plan. 

This variability in response tactics exposes 

executives to significant risk—often driven by 

emotion. Agreeing on a team structure and 

governance in advance can be a highly effective 

tool for preventing unilateral decisions with  

great consequences. It matters less that the team 

members are known and named in advance  

and more that there is a clear set of guideposts  

in place for how an executive team will manage  

its reaction. Clear governance and process are  

the best defense against inadvertent decisions  

in the heat of confrontation.

Moreover, the right team will look different 

depending on whom activists first approach,  

for example, and what kinds of suggestions they  

bring. If they approach the board, members may 

want a team that includes more independent 

external voices than if they first approach the  

CEO, who may want a less public and even 

internally confidential team for tactical analysis, 

planning, and communication. And the types  

of recommendations the activist makes will  

also heavily influence the makeup of the response 

team, since the team will need different insights  

to weigh a proposed new strategic direction  

rather than potential structural changes or 

financial engineering. 

Internal team members will naturally include  

the executive team, board members, general 

counsel, and investor relations. External advisers 

are also essential to the process. Legal advisers  

are often the first call, but strategic, financial, and 

communications specialists all play a valuable  

role in driving shareholder returns while preserving 

company leadership. Many advisers will push  

for a poison pill or other structural defenses. Yet 

this approach can give a false sense of protection  

as activists seek support from other large share- 

holders rather than attempt an outright corporate 

takeover. The experience at one global retailer 

highlights this dynamic. The shareholder involved 

continued his campaign even after the board 

adopted a poison-pill approach that would have 

diluted shareholders in the event of a hostile 

takeover bid. It wasn’t until the company won 

shareholder support for its own plan by clarifying 

its intentions that the activist withdrew.  

The addition of strategic and communications 

specialists to help inform investors played an 

important role in management retaining control  

of the company.

Understand the activist. As with most 

negotiations, what actions you take will depend 

on what kind of counterparty is engaging you— 

Clear governance and process are the best 
defense against inadvertent decisions in the 
heat of confrontation.
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and response teams need to quickly develop a  

point of view on the specific activist’s tactics, 

methods for engaging shareholders, track record, 

and industry experience. There are no clear- 

cut definitions of hostile versus collaborative 

activist investors, but the nature of their initial 

overture, the thoughtfulness of their proposals, 

and their track record at creating value offer 

important indications of the kind of campaign 

you’re likely to face.

Campaigns tend to be hostile if the activist’s 

objective is a change in governance or legal  

matters, such as revisions to bylaws, for example, 

rather than strategic or M&A-oriented proposals. 

Aside from that, certain activists have a propensity 

toward more collaborative interactions with  

management teams. They launch their campaigns  

with private letters to management and one-on- 

one discussions with executives. Less collaborative 

activists launch campaigns with more con- 

frontational approaches, such as open letters or  

proxy statements. Our analysis suggests that  

more hostile investors will openly threaten a fight  

or launch a proxy contest in up to 70 percent  

of their campaigns, while more collaborative  

activists remain cooperative in 70 percent of  

their campaigns.

Similarly, some activist funds offer detailed  

and thoughtful perspectives on a target’s strategic  

and operational challenges, while others offer  

only vague assertions and aggressive plans for 

engineered returns. In the first case, manage- 

ment can gain useful perspectives on increasing 

returns to shareholders. In the second, an  

activist’s proposals could represent significant 

risks to long-term health. In interviews with 

executives, we have observed that companies 

whose managers engage in a dialogue with  

activist shareholders in advance of a 13D filing 

often gain important context and insight into the 

activist’s intentions. We’ve also heard repeatedly 

that an early move to cooperate or compromise 

leads to a collaborative dynamic, whereas lack of 

engagement or outright rejection of activist 

suggestions leads to a more hostile dynamic. 

Understand the activist’s proposal. In addition  

to assessing the activist, the response team needs 

to evaluate the activist’s argument, understand  

its potential for value creation, and assess any 

potential risks to the company. Managers at one 

industrial company, for example, assembled a 

response team of internal and external specialists 

in a structure similar to an M&A due diligence. 

Through this war-room format, they evaluated 

direct and indirect benefits and costs of the  

activist proposal compared with existing plans, 

applying the same rigor to the review of each  

plan in order to identify the best path. When they 

ultimately recommended that the board accept 

significant portions of the activist plan, managers 

did so with the same level of detailed support  

they would ascribe to their own strategic plans.

Develop a response plan. Most of the executives 

we interviewed commented that activists’  

initial rounds of communication often come across 

as confrontational and sometimes disrespectful.  

We believe that it’s important to see past this  

and acknowledge the activist in a manner that 

encourages a constructive dialogue. Our research 

suggests that acknowledging activists respect- 

fully, constructively, and quickly—within days, 

followed by real engagement within weeks— 

and engaging them on the merits of their proposal 

helps to avoid major disruptions and preserve 

management control. 

As crucial, if not more so, is engaging other large 

shareholders in explicit, proactive dialogue about 
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an activist’s proposal compared with manage- 

ment’s alternative. In most cases, activist investors 

have themselves polled large shareholders and 

lobbied for support. In one recent example  

of a successfully negotiated settlement with an  

activist, the key success factor was a blitz of 

investor outreach that included clear management 

plans, the introduction of new team members,  

and examples of the company’s management track 

record. In response to this outreach, large 

shareholders stood by management rather than 

supporting the activist. It would be naive for  

a management team not to open this type  

of shareholder dialogue and expect a beneficial 

outcome from an activist negotiation. 
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